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Principals' U-turn
on loans
·
by Gary Duncan and
Miranda Chitty.

- Drucker departs
- Shirley Williams

The Committee of ViceChancellors and Principals
(CVCP) have once again
changed their position on student loans, and their support
for such a system is now less
certain. This will strengthen
the position of those student
representative bodies opposing
loans.
As reported in Student last week,
the CVCP had given tentative support to a mixed system of grants
and loans on the grounds that the
present system is "the worst of all
worlds".
However, several of the Principals had ·expressed dissatisfaction
with this position. notably Alwyn
Williams of G lasgow University
and Sir Patrick Nevill of Oxford ,
who said that he would stand by
Oxford
University's declared
opposition to loans.
In the light of these objections,
and the growing rea lisation by the
CVCP tha t the costs of administration of such a scheme wo uld
probably exceed that of the present syste m , the comm ittee h as
decided that its submission to the
Govern me nt's Review of Student
Support will not propose any
specific scheme at all. Instead , the
submission will merely state that
any scheme must be capable of
providing adequate support for
students, must give students the
certainty of support throughout
•heir course, and must be easy to
administer.
Meanwhile , Kenneth Baker,
the Educatio n Secretary , has
dropped a heavy hi nt that a combined loans and grant system may
be introduced fo r students in the
future.
Speaking at a Conservative
Party Confe re nce fringe meeting
last Wednesday, Kenneth Baker
described our system of student
support as bei ng "the most generous in the world", but went on to
say that it was holding back the
expansion of higher education.
''Students ," he said , "should be
prepared to contribute towards
the advantages they will gain
through higher education ."
Edinburgh University students
have been voicing their opinions
on loans by way of ff poll conducted by EUSA. Jn 1981 an identical poll showed that 83 per cent
of students were against any form
of loans system. It is thought to be
unlikely that this year's results will
differ greatly .
Cathy Presland, President of
EUSA , comments: "A loans system would obviously be a big
problem fo r the student and
graduate , but Kenneth Baker is
going to discover that it would
become an equally bad one for the
government. The majority of
grad uates are employed on a low
starting salary so repayment of
loans would be slow.
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Students need bigger beds
Within the last few weeks the
Federation of Conservative Students have published a report on
University and Polytechnic residences . Amongst its criticisms is a
complaint that the beds are too ·
narrow.
. The report was produced after a
survey of what twenty Universities , mostly in England and
wales.
It concludes that arrangements
in catered Halls are shabby and Bercew , a representative of the
inadequate, with a severe restric- FCS in London , cl aimed many
tion on choice available. Mr John decisions were " . . . administra-

tively convenient ... ·· One such
decision is the ignorance of married students needs which could

be helped greatly by wider beds.
Self-catering facilities in some
universities are also noted to be
insufficient , and in others virtually non-existant.
In Mr Bercew's view the ' Next
step Forward" would be a certain
degree of privatisation in the
Halls of Residence, with the contracting out of catering to the market place . The re ulting competition is designed to improve the
quality of the tude nts lot.
Graeme Wilson

Compromising
cuts

• Top politics lecturer quits for Oxford

Developments for Drucker
Edinburgh University is to lose
~r Henry Drucker, a senior politics lecturer and leading figure in
the
·Edinburgh
University
Deve~opment Fund Campaign,
who 1s to head a new and similar
campaign at Oxford.
Dr Drucker said that "thanks to ·
the University Grants Council,
the pol.itics department did not yet
kno"'. 1f they were getting someone to replace him."
Dr Drucker will not be lecturing politicS at Oxford and he said
it was "the end of one career and
the start of another." In his time
here he has written and commented extensively on Scottish
and Labour politics and has been
a familiar election commentator.
He headed the first research
centre dedicated to the study of
Scottish government established
in 1975 when devolution hopes
were high. A specialist in political
theory, he faced controversy in
1978 over his book on the break
away Scottish Labour Party and
published a study of Labour Party
ideology the following year.
In 1984 The Scotsman index
project, now based in Buccleuch
Place, was set up on Dr Drucker's
initiativ.e, to give comprehensive

Dr Henry Drucker
month by month details of news
and other information to libraries,
colleges and other interested
bodies.
Oxford University announced
that this is a new appointment that
had been created in response to
the need to "seek alternative
sources of income if the University is to continue tv fulfil its role
both nationally and internationally."

Anti-Aparthe!_d split
A row which developed during
the Societies' Fair concerning the
activities of the Scottish South
African Union continues to rage.
The Anti Apartheid Society who
are contesting the legality of the
SSAU , this week took its dispute
to a meeting of the Societies'
Council Executive.
The original controversy concerned the use of pamphlets and
books originating from South
Africa , by the SSAU at their stall
in the Societies' Fair. These were
removed as it was proven that
their use was contrary to a General Meeting in 1982, denying the
right of any organisation to use
material from South Africa for
publicity.
Difficultues are not over for the
SSAU . as the Anti Apartheid
Society is attempting to contest its
right to exist , at the Societies
Executive Meeting on Wednesday.
A letter had been presented to
Simon Thompson. Societies· Convener. from the Anti Apartheid
Society . Mr Thompson commit-

ted himself to a formal written
reply and denied any charges of
misconduct levelled at him by the
Anti Apartheid Society. He furthermore reminded those present
that the Executive's job was to
confirm the eligiblity of a new society, only on the grounds of the
correctness, or otherwise of its
application. It is the job of the
SRC to vet a society on political
grounds.
Charles Pidgeon , representing
the Scottish South African Union
informed the Executive that his
society did seek the end of apartheid. He also confirmed his belief
that all sides should be heard on
the debate about apartheid .
Little of any certain ly has
emerged from the meeting. The
SSAU is still to be ratified as an
official society as it did not present
its case on Wednesday. The next
opportunity for this is the 22nd of
October. Should the application
be accepted. it will proceed to
seek approval from the SRC on
the 28th October.
Paul Jeffrey

Students Welcome to
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Where else can you enjoy fabulous
hot and cold meals from
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Look out for our-Golden Oldies
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BROWN RICE NOW7
REAL FOODS offer the best selc.uon of
natural foods in town . Everything you could
want plus things you've never heard of! Try

some organically grown w ine - thirty difexperiment with
ferent varieties Japanese foods - largest importer in the
UK - sample vegetanan haggis. enjoy our
own brand oatcakes and wholemeal
shortbreads.

DROP INTO REAL FOODS
27 Broughton St. or 8 Brougham St.
5571911
2281651
(nr. top Leith Waiki
Toll cross
WE'U HELP YOU FEEL AT HOME
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Dr Drucker said that development . funds were becoming
mcreasmgly common in the
United Kingdom and that if universities wanted to " bat in the first
team ad not become second rate
institutions", then they had to
face the realities of their financial
situation.
Tom Bradby

Amnesty
lock up
Last Sat urday Edinburgh University Amnesty International
Group staged a publicity stunt on
Princes Street involving a oneperson human cage . This was an
ittempt to raise public awareness
Jf Amnesty Internation al and its
.vork on behalf of prisoners of
;onscience throughout the world .

Widespread
cuts
and
departmental mergers will be
offered to the universities as the
price the have to pay in order to
gain a substantial increase in
funds from the government.
According to The Independent ,
the amount Education Secretary
Kenneth Baker .has asked for,.
from the Treasury is £114 million ,
a rise of 8 per cent.
In return for the extra cash Mr
Baker wants a rationalisation of
departments in the Urtiversity system, better financial management
and improved standards of teaching.
In order to strengthen his hand
when negotiating with the Treasury Mr Baker has fought to secure
written promises from the vicechancellors and the UGC that
they will keep their side of the bargain, should one be struck.
It is undecided as yet, according
to the UGC which universities will
be affected , but it is known that
one school of dentistry and one
department of architecture are to
be closed . Reductions will also be
sought in verterinary science,
Spanish, ·some small physical and
chemistry departments and the
history and philosophy of science.
This will be in addition to cuts
already affecting Italian , Scandinavian Studies, lin_guistics and

Mandela nomination

Mrs Winnie Mandela, the
South African civil rights campaigner, will stand for the rectorship of Glasgow University in
March.
. Mrs Mandela is the only confirmed
candidate ,
having
accepted her nomination made by
The cage, which also made an the University's Labour Club.
appearance in Rag Week last Page three girl Samantha Fox is
Engineering
Society's
summer attracted steady interest the
throughout the day. Group Chair- suggested candidate, and Bob
person , Sue Westcott, described Geldof, KBE, has been nomithe public response as "good" nated by the Liberal and SOP
although the total sum collected Clubs.
If elected, Mrs Mandela will
was not yet known.
probably be unable to fulfil uniDavid
The event marked the end of versity engagements.
Freedom Week during which Rennie, Glasgow's SRC Pr~si
groups worldwide campaigned for dent, commented that: "The post
t~e release of prisoners. During . of Rector can be a symbolic one."
"The statement that students
the week Edir;iburgh University
Group held door to door collec- would make if they elect Winnie
tions and also had bookstalls in Mandela would be quite valid and
the Mandela Centre and Kings would be more than reason
enough to vote for Winnie ManBuildings.
dela."
Mrs Mandela's husband was
Edwina Goodwin
nominated for the rectorship of
Edmburgh Unviersity in 1985. He

~EWS
Closure of
Housing
Benefits
Office
As from the 15th October Edin. \:mrgh District Council's Housing
Benefits Office at 23 Waterloo
Place will be closed every Wednesday. This has been made
necessary to allow staff to train on
a new computer system.

Russian Studies.
How Edinburgh University wi
be affected remains open to co
jecture though the fact of i
"hard" tenure for much of i
teaching staff will undoubted!
soften any blow.
The rationale that lies behin
the government plans accordin
to the DES is to have few
departments with a greater ran
of expertise available fo r teac
ing, although the desire to achie
economies of scale is also
motive.
The DES spokesman deni
that the government is seeking
infringe upon the autonomy
univer~ities , saying that unive
sities will "always have the fre
dom to spend their money ho
they see fit. "
However conditional fundi
will effectively reward a
penalise departments and univ
sities according to which confo
to the government's wishes. F
instance the DES spokesm
stated that the gove rment wou
look "more sympathetically"
the issue of pay should a depa
ment state that it wishes to foll
government policy and try to "i
rove standards of teachin
should criterions for judgi
teaching be found .
Michael Burgermeis

Books 'o n
credit
. Ten . major bookshops are
p1oneenng a scheme to help students buy essential textbooks on a
credit system.
The scheme , which has operated for some time in the States
in~olves parents paying ~
m1mmum sum per month into an
account. The student is then
issued with a card and allowed to
spend up to about 20 times that
sum on books.
Cathy Presland, EUSA president doubts the scheme will make
any real difference to the current
situation of dwindling grants since
it still relies on the ability of
parents to pay the bill. Instead
she believes the emphasis should

was discounted due to a legal te
nicality as his supporters could n
get his signature for the nomin
tion form.

-

be on stocking up the library wi
mutiple copies of essential cou
books which everyone has ac
to .
A spokesman from James Th
s.aid the card devised by the Pu
hshers Association and the bOO
shops, was an idea they had n
yet considered .

Electronic
chair
Dr Peter Denyer, presen
Reader in Edinburgh 's DeP.
ment of Electrical Engineenn
has been appointed the first b
der of the new Advent Chair
integrated electronics. The n
professorship has been found
by Advent Ltd. , a leading hi-t
company.

lAnticipating Scottish problein
view of the present climate _of activity within the Scottish higher
ncertainty
education
system" , suppo r t.mg as
• and • fmanc1al
•t•
.
etrenchm~nt m umversi ies, 3
It does the industries on which
d
seful semmar on the future of Scotland's survival as a de I
·
t'
· S ti d
ve ope
igher educa ion 1? co an ":as country depends. "
organised last Friday by EdmCuts in funding have made the
burgh University's Department of · University Grants Commit!
Educatio? with the
of the selective in its support
'fimes Higher Education Supple- research. This, said Sir Alwyn
ment. . .
. would lead to depertmental
Lookm!!. 1.nto the fut~re, Su rationalization and closure to
l~.V,I!. Williams,_ ~nncipal of
deploy available resources most
Glasgow .and the first _spea~,er, effectively. As an indicator of
said that he could fmd
no value for money , the UGC has
medium or long-term plans, only appraised
the
research
the recurrent theme of cuttmg capabilities of each university
costs ."
.
.
department. Their controversial
Sir Alwyn ~mpomted "_the most' ratings were published in the
fundamental issue affectmg Scot· n;itional press in the form of
tish edu_catio n ," as the competi- league tables last May, and ,
tion for madequate resources bet· warned Sir Alwyn, could affect
ween teachmg and research. the popularity of universities with
Research , he labelled as a "key applicants.

su~port

~~

Su Alwyn also predicted that
the " monolithic university syste_m " would become fragmented ,
with some universities primarily
responsible for research and
others for undergraduate ' trainmg.
These developments make
careful planning vital if Scottish
education is to retain that depth
and breadth of scope which makes
1t so unique and admired , concluded Sir Alwyn.
Dr R_obert Bell of the Open
Umvers1ty, used his speech however to urge a return to the much
more open Scottish University
system of the past , and Dr Peter
Clark , rounded off the lectures
with a paper on planning and
funding.
Jane Burgermeister

• Alliance launch constitutional plan

A democratic deal
Several
hundred
students
packed out Teviot Debating Hall
on Monday to hear Social Democ·
ratic Party President Shirley Wil·
Iiams and Liberal President Des
Wilson launch a major new initiative on constitutional reform.
Opening the meeting to launch
People in Power, Des Wilson condemned the "old Alliance" of
Labour and Conservative Parties
as wanting power for themselves.
In the Alliance the Liberals and ·
SOP wanted power in order to
redistribute it to the people of Bri·
tain. Before that can happen ,
however , Mr Wilson argued that
the machinery of government
must be altered and Britain must
have a fairer electoral system .
Des Wilson argued that democracy failed at the last election by
creating a House of Commons
that didn 't reflect the structure of
British society. Only a few women
MPs were returned and not a
single black or brown representa·
tive was elected.
Speaking next , Shirley Williams picked up the theme of
encouraging more freedom of
information . " Week by week."

she sa1<1 , "the government is
extending its power to control
information . Freedom of informa~ion is a basic human right
which should be enshrined in law
and , if it is not , then the consequ·
ences could be very dangerous . It
could either substantially improve
an existing democracy, or else
threaten to unleash an unknown
tyranny ...
Devin Scobie

Students weigh

up staff
Appliance of science Convener
A review group at Strathclyde
University has released proposed
plans for major cuts in the arts and
social studies faculties.
These developments are under
threat because the review group.
wants . to place a stronger
emphasis
on
science-based
courses.
This 1986-1991 plan wants
pnonty given to courses aimed at
industry whilst at the same time
cutting arts and social science
courses drastically.
The plan seeks to prepare
people. more for employment in
mdustnal careers , an area which is
currently high in employment
demand.
A recent survey said that 8 per
cent of last year's art graduates
remain
unemployed.
Strathclyde's decision to concentrate on scientific courses would
be supported by industrial com·
pa mes.

stTa~~cls~ooorut
is important .to
_
Ye
mvers1ty which

receives a relatively high proportion of its finance from industryapproximately 5 per cent of its £43
million income.
In comparison , Edinburgh , the
more traditional of the two universities , has twice the size of
income but receives only about 2
per cent from private funding.
Strathclyde University will be
discussing its proposals with offi·
cials of the Association of University Teachers who are concerned
about the possible loss of ten jobs
if the moves were carried out.
Members of the AUT are also
concerned about the fact that one
department is competing against
another and that the names of
those departments concerned are
being revealed to the media. A
spokesman suggested that potential students who read about these
changes would be deterred from
applying to Strathclyde University.
Emma Simpson

Irish invasion
More and more Ulster schoolleavers are choosing to go to a
Scottish University according to
~ecent figures. A new report ,
Higher Education in Northern
!threland" , sh ows a ste.ady nse
· smce
.
. e l970s , with Edmburgh con·
~~uing to · be tht; most popular
oice among Ulster school-leavers_ followed closely by Dundee ,
which has greatly increased its
popularity in recent years.
t The report shows 27 .3% of Ulssch~ol-leavers putting a Scot•sh University as first choice. Ulst~ students continue to make up
~ out 3-8% of most Edinburgh
u~au~:ies (~Id College registry was
• . e to give figures but said vet·
-nnary'
science
medicine
d
'
·pentistry and law were
especially'
opular).

t

co'.::~~ndebe Ulster students now

e .a out 10% of the stu-.

dent population. Schools liaison
officer Bill Baird cites the attraction of Dundee as a social com·
munity as a reason while Ulster
schools suggest the alleged similarity in temperament between
the Irish and the Scots. The
report , however, puts Dundee's
increasing Ulster connection
down
to
sharp
recruiting
techniques.
Whatever the reasons for it, the
increasing " brain drain" of Ulster
students to Scottish universities is
seen as another addition to Uls·
ter's social problems as it may be
left with overcapacity and thus
cuts at its own universities . It may
also suffer long-term problems
due to its brightest young people
going elsewhere and not coming
back.
A. Brown

•

resigns
The Community Affairs Con·
vener , John Morrison resigned
last week after serving on the SRC
since May. John, who was previously Convener of ESCA (Edinburgh Students Charities Appeal)
said he had resigned because of
the pressure of his academic
studies. John is in his final year.
As 1ot ot time and dedication is
certainly needed to run the SRC
sub-committees, which have a

Photo: Tonv Roberts
for John
very important role to play m
keeping students informed of
what is happening inside and outside the University.
The Community Affairs Committee aims not only to represent .
student opinion on local issues but
raise an awareness amongst stu·
dents about various aspects of the
community.
John's resignation now leaves
another SRC convenership vacant. The position of Accommoda·
tion Convener, temporarily held
by David .Slackall was never filled
in the May elections. With the
forthcoming elections for first
year and other vacant SRC positions these two convenerships will
be contested. Nominations for
any of the positions should be
handed into the EUSA offices by
1 pm today (Thursday).
~o-can-do

Students influencing the size of
dons' pay rises and their promo·
tion prospects could soon become
a reality .
This is the likely outcome of
detailed negotiations now taking
place between University ViceChancellors and the Association
of University Teachers.
The deal which would probably
involve students' assessment of
their lecturers and tutors, is the
result of continued Government
pressure. Government ministers,
including Education Minister
Kenneth Baker, have made it
plain that universites are more
likely to obtain extra funding if
they improve their efficiency and
introduce systematic arrangements for the appraising of staff.
The university lecturers have
agreed that appraisal should be
linked to pay. Their outline agreement with the vice-chancellors say
that "to enhance motivation ,.
there should be " financial reward
for outstanding performance".
However. AUT leaders have
said that the Government will
have a price to pay. The universities will be asking for £160 mill·
ion to boost dons' pay , adding

24% to the salary bill . "The agreement is a package , conditional on
proper government finance ," said
John Akker. AUT deputy secretary.
As student assessment of teaching will probably be taken into
account , there might be a stronger
incentive for lecturers to undertake trammg in
teachning
techniques . Up till now this has
been • informal and voluntary
because most dons have felt that
research publication counts for
more than teaching skill in winning promotion .
It is believed that the agreement may cause apprehension
among many lecturer; who may
feel that it impedes on academic
freedom. "They feel that appraisal could be used to ease out
unpopular subjects. unpopular
pepple and outspoken people:·
said Mr Akker.
The new agreement does not
include any provisions for dismissing lecturers who perform badly.
At present , most dons have tensure for life and cannot be dismis·
sed except for gross negligence or
misconduct.
Xiao-Shu Meng
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. 500K6IiOP
1 Hope Park Crescent (Buccleuch St.)
Edinburgh EH8 9NA
Telephone 031-667 0895
Wide Selection Second Hand Books
Fiction, Non-Fiction, Hard and
Paperback (also purchased)
Gallery of Original Old Movie Posters
(for sale)
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Student
Aid
Action
Student aid .. ..
What's that?
H's a charity appeal.
For whom?
For the Third World.
What 's the intention?
To raise money.
So whose idea was this anyway .. ?
At the end of last term a group
of people got together to discuss
ways of making a "student " answer to Band Aid, Sport Aid etc.
There is a great deal of potential
amongst students and as a body,
we have not yet done anything . So
this is o ur great chance.
The message was sent to friends
at other Higher Educational
establishments and the idea has
caught on, but it is still in its
embryo. In Edinburgh things
really got underway at the beginning of Freshers' Week this term ,
when 200 new members joined
and approximately 100 societies
agreed to take part in or organise
sponsoredevents. The enthusiasm
spread.
The Student Aid Society hopes
to involve as many people at Edinburgh as possible in different
ways: taking part in money-raising events; organising publicity on
a nationwide level; inviting
friends at other universities , col-

. : goe~

to

Cumbria
leges and ploys to get involved ;
running stalls at Edinburgh ~nd
nearby colleges and polytechmcs;
and helping in general adm1mstration.
Student Aid is working in con
junction with Save the Children t
whom all the money is going an
who will provide help with muc·
publicity and advice. This is one c
the charities recognised t hav
success in reaching its targets am
not becoming muddled i1
bureaucracy.
Student Aid strives:
I. to collect as much money a
possible for the Third World
2. to be apolitical
3. to make students more aware
of problems in the Thin
World.
It is also the intention to unite
as many other charities and
groups in the campaign as possible .
The first meeting of Student
Aid will be held on Friday 17th
October at 7.30 pm in the Ochil
Room of the Pleasance.
It is hoped that many people
will come with enthusiasm , ideas
and help. There is plenty to be
done.
Charlie Wiseman
Student Aid Society

The end of the first week of
term when the mind of the earnest
schol~r turns towards some relief
from the demands of academia.
So, when a friend proposed. a journey south to the annual Wasdale
Show and Shepherds' Meet, the
prospect seemd an enticing one.
Not exactly the kind of thing I usually go in for, but a welcome
change for an old city slicker, and
a chance to breathe some fine
balmy air .
It takes maybe four hours to ·
drive into the Lake District, three
by train, and your first problem is
to find somebody who owns a farmhouse where you can doss the shepherd's crook display, sceptinight. The second problem cism rendered silent before the
(ideological, as opposed to practi- sight of a score of natives arguing
cal) is that the Lakes occupy a por- ' furiously over the merits of 300
tion of that lesser segment of our identical sticks.
The crux of the matter, howfine land, known as England. But
that's okay, because at least it's ever, is the large tent that rises
the North. Many of the locals mut- sublime in the centre of the valley,
ter how they lost a leg on the Bar- rivalling the mountains that loom
row March, how Windscale has on either side. Frum it emerges a
turned their cattle green, and so gay and jocund din, ample evion. A healthy animosity towards dence of the due respect which
the South is well in evidence, so Cumbrians accord their beer. No
Southern water here, either, a
let's call them honorary Scots.
The Wasdale Show, held every moratorium having been passed
second weekend in October (if on lager drinkers. These ales have
you've got next year's diary names like "Conmiston's Dizhandy) is a farmers' social par zyhead" and "Ambleside Old Disexcellence. It features .•. well, abler", and trees grow in each
sheep. Lots of them. And dogs. pint. Food - pies and burgers And old men in tweed coats and was readily available, conclusive
green wellies. And young men in proof (if any were needed) that
tweed cqats and green wellies. these Northerners never eat anyExcitement is generated by the thing healthy.
Winding up by about six
various dog races, fell runs and
tug-o-war competitions. One par- o'clock, the shepherds return to
ticular source of interest is the their hills to go and untie the wat-

tied cotes, or whatever, while the
villagers from round about return
to their respective· valleys. Thb
entails, I am afraid, a spot of law.
breaking, as a few ·hundred old
vans and cars rip along the COJln.
try roads. In the Lake DistriC\
drunk driving is a way of life, but
at least the lanes are free of pedest.
rians, save for the occasion~
tourist who soon acquires the gen.
tie art of hedgerow leaping. Ne~
port of call (can you guess?) is 1
local hostelry, in this case tht
delightfully monickered Blacl
- Cock. Before long a second law i
broken: as a general rule C um~
• rian pubs close only when their IM
victim has staggered for the door,
tripping in the process over tht
comatose form of the local const:1
hie. So much for England 's bar.
baric licensing laws.
Cumbria, then. Allowing fq
the economy of caricature, this is1
fair representation of a wild day'1
entertainment. Like most thinll\
an inextricable mixture of th
heroic and the absurd. You won\
pick up many fashion hints q
insights
into
contempora~
feminism here, but you will at lea!l
be assured of a warm and hearl)
welcome, and you will see thl
finest countryside in England
There's another such meet in thre
weeks time, for those as feel
inclined. Groundling, meanwhik
shall seek pastures new in th
depths of Edinburgh, and corr
tinue to cast a baleful eye over tb
more crucial of today's newswor
thy topics.
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The Peristalsis Brothers

Bing Hitler

New York Pig Funkers

Boganach Ceilidh Band

Charlie McNair's Jazz Band

String Quartet

Glasgow Big Band Sound
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STUDENT
ENTS not working?
Tonight's Working Week gig at Teviot Row marks the
return of an EUSA policy ditched some three years ago:
that of booking major live bands for the Unions. It is to
the credit of Deputy President Claire McLintock that she
proposed this policy in her election campaign, and that
she has now secured Students' Association agreement to
put it into practice.
Student believes that with proper handling and good
publicity, EUSA can make a success out of booking big
bands. Such a policy will mean that we will be able to see
groups that otherwise might miss Edinburgh out of their
tour schedules, in our own unions, with the added bonus
of very favourable admission and bar prices. It may even
encourage students to use the unions more often, thus
giving a boost to EUSA's continuing policy of "Free Ents"
on other nights.
Unfortunately, for this first gig, EUSA's publicity
machine has let it down badly. The concert's timing may
have been dififcult, being so early in the term and so soon
after Freshers' Week, but the bland, uninspired posters
advertising the event just won't do. They give no flavour
of the type of music that the band play , and there simply
aren't enough of them about. EUSA needs a big turnout
to cover costs and to ensure that their "big bands" policy
does not fall at the first hurdle. Scattered as the student
population of Edinburgh is, effective publicity is
indispensable in order to get a full house. Two years ago
the Presidents' Ball made a huge loss because oflate and
disorganised promotion. It will be a great shame if
tonight's gig suffers a similar fate simply because large
;;.::mh~rs of students weren't even aware of it.

Farrago of.lies
Despite the sauve, mild-mannered style of Alexander
Shaw, South African Consul-General to Scotland, it is
difficult to avoid being appalled by the content of his
words. (see p. 13) When asked to defend accusations that
his government is racist, he merely bandies semantics
and avoids the question; he blames T.V. crews for
inciting violenc~ and exonerates his security forces
despite overwhelming evidence of their brutality; he
thinks his government has made a firm commitment to
the principle of one-man, one-vote when 90% of the
population of South Africa is still denied a say in the
running of their own country. Perhaps worst of all is his
offensive paternalistic attitude to blacks, who have to
become 'westernized' (whatever that means) before they
are to be allowed any say in government.
We at Student are totally committed to the overthrow
of apartheid and believe that publishing interviews such
as the one on p. 13 can only bolster the cause. The puppet
on the string was given enough rope to hang himself, as it
were.
Incidentally, it is nice to see that Mr Shaw has changed
his opinion of students who are opposed to apartheid (the
vast majority one assumes). Last week we were the
"children of Hitler", whereas this week, we are merely
ignorant. Perhaps there's hope for the man yet.
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The case for sanctions
Dear Sir,
I write with reference to Tom
Bradby's letter (your 9 Octo be r
issue) in which he denigrates the
Anti-Apartheid Movement's support fo r economic sanctions
against South Africa, sympathising with Mrs Thacther's assertion
that sanctions " would hurt the
very people we wa nt to help" and
create poverty and unemployment fo r the blacks . (By the way ,
it is strange that Mrs Thacher
should be so concerned about jobs
for South Africans when she has
shown total indiffe rence to the ·
plight of o ur own unemployed) .
It must be re-emphasized that
the call for sanctions is not the
result of some naive paternalism
towards the South Africa n
people , - the AAM is merely
heeding t he voice of the majority ,
expressed th rough 'black Trades
U nions and o rgan isations such as
the A frican National Congress
and the United Democratic
Front.

Tell
us
the
truth
Dear Student,
I was de lighted to note in last
week's Studen t Mark D elano
Wheatley's passion for TH E
TRUTH a nd , given that so much
of his le tter was obvio usly devoid
of that,: much sought after comm odity I would like to take this
opportunity to provide him with a
genuine ,
wholesome
few
T R UTH S.
Firstly, it is T R UE to say that
the Labour Club is " the largest
and most active political society".
Last year when l was Chairperson
the Labour Cub had , at the time
of applying for a grant from
Societies Council , a membership
of 153 (this later rose to 164) . A t
the same time the Conservative
association had a membership of
138, the SDP a piddling 26 a nd the
Liberal C lub in the region of 60
(exact figures not available) .
As fo r activity, well , if the odd
;cheese n' wine or cosy chat with a
fa iled MP is being "active" then
that's fine. The Labo ur Club does
not take this view ·however - we
are a campaigning organisation .
Our two major campaigns last
year - a week of action against
1.lue Fowler
R eview which
included a spo nsored fast in aid of
the Childre ns Holiday Ve nture
and the collection of over 2000
students signatures on a petition
against the Fowler R eview (presented to Michael Ancram , Tory
MP for Edinburgh South) along
with a three week campaign
among stude nts to pe rsuade the m
to vote la bo ur in the Regional
Elections in May _ combined
with initiatives from Labour Stude nts on the SRC such as Education Action Week and the campagn against the closure of the
.Dental School all point to the
inescapable TRUTH: the Labo ur
Club is the largest and most active
po litical society at the U niversity.
Incidentally, Mr Wheatley , is it
rea lly T R UE to say that Caroline
Mo rgan , Chairperson of the
Labour C lub this year, is gu ilty of
" machismo ''? It was Caroline and
not myself who wrote the piece in
question .
Yours,
Paul Greatrix
(former Chairperson,
'EU Labour Club)

Following Reagan's humiliat ing defeat over sanctions, Britain
rem ains an effective guarantor of
Apartheid , backing the racist
regime to the hilt with Weste rn
capital. This is also not doing
much for out country's reputation
already British jobs are being
ost because countries in Africa
and the West Indies are refusing
to trade with us .
President Reagan and Mrs'Thatcher's
long
discredited
policies of "constructive engagement" are not hing more than
! mpty man ifes tations of inertia
which Botha sees as an open invitation to delay change . Let's make
no mista ke - only sanctions can
put pressure on a group which
believes itself to be God 's chosen
people , .maintaini ng through
eligious mumbo-j umbo that the
colour of a person's skin determines their place in li fe , according
to a list o f racial superiority in the
best traditions of Hitler - Fascism . ( A South African race

theories! recently estimated that a
person hould " have le s than 7%
Bantu blood " to be a true
Afrikaaner) .
· Incidentally, with reference to
your article on thi " Scotti h
Southern African Union " - I
would not like to think that you
are trying to imply th at the AAM
advocates " violence" in preference to negotiation . As the A C
has been di covering for years,
peaceful prote. ts and pleas are
futile in the face of shootings,
detentions without trial , and torture . Those who now condemn
black South African's reso rt to
armed struggle should first
suggest a credible alternative perhaps your reporter could
inform us how he or she shinks a
" kaffir" can first become an equal
human being in the eyes of his or
her o ppresso r?
'
Yours sincerely,
Moray Grant
SRC External Affairs Convener

Cold comfort Cathy
Dear Sir,
How comfo rting it was to read
that vibrant Cathy Presland could
find " five minutes to jot down a
fe w facts about student loans" (Midweek , 8th Oct .) - and in the
middle of " the he'ctic socia l whirl
of Freshe rs Week" as well ! Whe n
will the office bearers of EU SA
realise that the attacks fac ing education and the funding of students
in highe r education are not a joke?
The prospect of student lga ns is a
very real threat and is not the way
forward to better access to Highe r
Education for all. T he Students'
Associatio n should be prepared to
organise a credible campaign of
opposition to the implementatio n
of loans.
O n T uesday · 21st O ctober ,
Pauline McNeil, President of
NUS (Scotland) , will be speaking
at a meeting of EtJ Labour Club ,
giving the case against student
loans. In her article , Cathy Presland makes no me ntion of NUS
and its campaign for better access
to and fun ding fo r educa tio n. T he

Private
dick
sexist?
Dear Sir,
If you intend to.comply with last
week's request in the letters page
of Student to unmask James Jazz
could you please .also print the
name and address of Marlow . I
found his "Late Nights And Low
Life " article to be patronising and
insulting and my fri ends down the
docks are currently preparing an
incendiary surprise fo r his fl at.
Yours,
R. Chandler
(A fifty-on~ year old , ta ttoed ,
Swedish Hells Angel, exotic
dancer).
PS: Why did the -features pages
staff choose to highlight the
'sexist" passage from the story?

position of EUSA with regard to
campaigning' by NUS wi ll always
be "on the o utside looking in "
while EUSA remain disaffi lia te.
It is sheer arrogance or naivety to
igno re the work of the largest
youth organi ation in Eu rope.
T he next few months wi ll be
crucial to the fu ture of higher education in Britain . T he acceptance
of loans by the vice-Chance llo rs
highlights the fact th at the Government is despe rate fo r change
- and change q uickly. If th e
EUSA office bearers are ho nestly
concerned about the future of
higher education and the right of
students to a dece nt sta nda rd of
living the n they sho uld realise
thei r responsibili ties .
But maybe I'm not being cynical to wonder - when lain Catto
(EUSA Secretary) describe the
right offree access to hither education as "clamo uring for Utopia''
- where the sympathies of o ur
present office bearers lie .
Yours ,
Caroline Morgan,
Chairpe rson , EU Labour Club

Star
letter
Dear Sir,
I was browsing through tilt
Freshers' Week copy of Midweek
when I noticed that Clare Mclintocb had been spending her vast
sabbatical wages on 11 holiday to
Portugal and was naunting this
fact to us poor students who have
to survive on a grant. On mentioning this fact to my dear husband be
got a faraway look in bis eye and
started muttering ''Ob Frank
Mclintoch-Arsenal won.the dou·ble in 1971 big Frank number S
what a man - not •as good as
Charlie George though - if only
that lad bad got his hair cut .. .
After I inanaged to put him
straight, all be would say was ''Ob
Clare Mclintocb she's a right old
slag!" ls this tr1.1e.
Yours concerned ,
AmyUpau

Well, the letters page has been a bit of a Labour Club
bonanza this week - obviously the Tory wags who used
to add that touch of das8 to the letters page last year are
still recovering from their Bournemouth Beano. Keep the
letters coming.

place with rm.gmg guitars and
swirling, melo d1es. The Weather
Prophets , blues-influenced m the
best p<Jssible way , played II
songs, some jaunty , others reflec.
tive, all memorable and refresh.
· ingly tuneful. Guitars are still
exciting was the message, and 11
jangled loud and clear.
.
Unfortunately the audience
h"
remained only quietly apprecia.
Their set largely comprised new stage (stage?) of the Hooe ie tive and , in consequence, the
band remained quietly detached.
aterial from their forthcommg Coochie Club.
Quite why people spend £3 on a The set ended with the band run.
lbum , Force. Most ~ota1;>Ie songs •
eing Fever 103 with its New ticket only to remain thorougMy ning straight into the excellent
rderish chorus , and Mrlky Way indiffere nt to an excellent band is single Almost Prayed from the
(The Candy Bar) , their prese.nt beyond me . The crowd of unob- previous song, Key to. My Love.
ingle ; an instrumental rem1ms- trusive-looking people sat . or After 50 minutes of hvely songs
danced inconspicuously until 1 and
faultless
playing , The
ent of the James Bond theme .
am. At this time , The Weather Weather Prophets left with a
Prophets emerged, causi ng a single word of thanks, and no
The audience seemed to be split small body of people to wander up attempt from the audience to get
hree ways: firstly the hard core to the stage, and watch with vague them to come back.
ans who were out to have a whale interest. ...
Alun Gravii
The band instantly filled the
f a time . Next, were those (like
yself) who went along not know· ng what to expect but who
EUGENE AND BRAD ABOUT TOWN
reckoned the risk was worthwhile ,
and lastl y those who had obviEdinburgh has been in a state of turmoil clubwise since y'a!
ously come along for the NUS
last heard from us. The Camba/ache, as we exclusively pr~
disco and couldn't quite fathom
the funky, jazz sounds of singer
dieted has slunk away from the Cafe Royal, and rumoun
Jeremy Kerr & Co.
have been flying around town all summer as to its new venut

ACertain Style

THE WEATHER
PROPHETS
ochie Coochie Club.
Ho
After a fair amount of suecess in the indie charts, The
Weather Prophets, one of a
number of inspired artists on
the .Creation label, graced the

Our interest was held by the
various switching of places by the
band: one of the guitarists drummed whilst the drummer beat the
bass almost as hard as he thumped
his drums. Our attention was
further grabbed by the varied
sounds
produced
by
the
saxophonist , who , at one point
sounded
like
an
Indian
snakecharmer-causing the committed fans at the front to writhe
in appreciation.
At one point the drummer/bassist coaxed the crowd with , "Do
you want to dance? " At an A.CR
gig it's impossible not to!
Alan Muir

Photo: Oliver Lim

Mr Ratio - forceful.

Think the Music Pages
are good? Think the
Music Pages are crap?
Think you can improve
them? Then come to the
weekly meetings on Wednesdays, 1 pm, at 48 The
Pleasance.

mer storming offstage after
A CERTAIN RATIO
taking out his apparent grievance on his kit. However,
Coasters
this didn't spoil what was a
A Certain Ratio played a good gig - if anything it
short, but rousing set to a added a little spice to the prosparse crowd at Coasters
ceedings.
which ended with the drum-

I, feedback
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feedback

Lots of goodies for y'all in give you an indication of what he's
Feedback this week, funsters! like. Fifth generation rock 'n' roll,
all accounts. Interesting gig of
First off, Working Week are by
the week, and it goes on till 4 am.
playing in Teviot this evening.
The much praised American
It's great to see big bands folk singer Peter Case is playing at
back in Teviot, so go along Potterrow on Sunday (19th). His
debut album was produced by Tand show your support.

Tomorrow night sees Christy
Moore in the Playhouse and his
brand of Irish humour and sound
politics shouldn't put off going to
hear some excellent music. Then
you could round off the evening by
going to see Colbert Hamilton in
the Hooch. Apparently this hip
dude doesn't like his nickname
Black Elvis 2000, but that should

·on to t.v. then, because there
doesn't seem to be anything else on
the live scene this week, unless you
want to check out some of Brad
and Eugene' s recommendations
for the club circuit. Tonight you
could watch Brass Tacks on BBC2
which investigates the evils of
alcohol in Britain today. And
don't forget Annika on C4 at 9.30.
Tomorrow (Friday) Five Star,
Gwen Guthrie and Chaka Khan
are the attractions on Solid Soul at
5.45 on C4. Later on there's
another dirty film with a red
triangle stuck in the top left hand
corner Identification Of A Woman
(11.20 pm, C4). Don't go anywhere on Saturday night or you'll
miss Fergie the Ferret on Roland
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is in concer~ (more swoons!). On
Monday, Ian Botham is the victim
on Open to Question, and there's
also a fashion programme called
The Clothes Show on .BBC! with
Selina Scott and Jeff Banks. On
Wednesday, Patrick Duffy shakes
off the old rigor mortis (mo!"e or

Bone Burnett and has been
described as "the best album by a
complete unknown all year."

Working Week

After extensive research, and much spurious gossip, it seellli
that they will be re-opening downstairs at The Mission , hom
of the Kangaroo. Having pioneered so many new venues, l
seems strange to see the Cambalache following in the footste~
of The Blood Thirsty Pig among others. Perhaps The Cult hm1
just reached the top ten in Chile.
In their absence, the Blue, at Buster Browns, has beei
attracting the regular Thursday night clientele. However,
word has it that, due to Buster's stroppy bouncers and unc~
operative management, the Blue may be on the move soo~
Watch this space for further details.
But the major club event this summer has been the lo~
expected conquering of the Hoochie Coochie by the Kangero
Klub. After a surprisingly low crowd of 50 at the Hooch's lai
night, the Saturday slot has been filled by the Tex~s, which.I
not doing much better, although it seems to have picked up~
the last couple of weeks. Meanwhile the Kangaroo goes fro~
strength to strength; over the summer t~ey unleashed t~
Shake on Fridays, which for our money as the best club u
Edinburgh at the moment. They open Spank at Lucifer's m
Glasgow on October 24th, which should fill a much needed ga1
in the Glasgow club scene.
Finally, after a backstage rap with the guys from ACR las
Wednesday, we can reveal they take lots of drugs, (tripping a
aspirin), say lots of swearies, have never been to Rochdale an
hate New Order. By the way, see you down the Balloon nel
Sunday; mine's a Jack Daniels!!
See y'all soon, groovers,
·
Eugene Clift and Brad Wolfeto~

less) to make a comeback in DI
las. At 9 pm on the same eveniDI
pretend you 're all intellectual ail
watch the nominations for '.I)
Booker Prize 1986 on C4 with M~
vyn Bragg and Hermione IJt·
That's your lot, watch this spll(!
for more vital info next week.

HOUSEMARTINS'
COMPETITION

_..-

Bl!1ck Elvis 2000 (?)

Rat - The Series on BBCl. Incisive social comment or what? Then
ZZ Top make Noel Edmond's facial
hair fade into insignificance on
The Late Late Breakfast Show.
Then there's the premiere of The
Year Of Living Dangerously_with
Mel Gibson (swoon) and Sigourney weaver. Get the popcorn in,
folks. At midnight on C4 Madonna

WIN TWO FREE TICKETS to see The Housemartins in the Assembly Rooms!'
on October 24th (next Friday). Just tell us their
nickname in Hull and you
could be there! "write your
answer on something blank
and leave it down to the music
tray in the Student offices, 48 ·
Pleasance, before next Thursday. Don't forget to include
your name and a contact
number.

I
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c(Jazz
ALL THAT JAZZ
Queen's Hall

Well guess what kids?
That's right, last Friday night
saw me at the Queen's Hall
watching some jazz. Get used
to this phrase now, because
you'll be reading it quite a lot
over the next few weeks.
When you write jazz reviews
where all the concerts take
place at the same venue and
time each week, you'll
quickly find that there are
very few ways to start the
review. One could make some
jokey reference to cucumbers, but that would be
stupid.
Driven to drink , as I am , by the
strain of writing original reviews,
Jim Mullen's Meantime initially
provided very little to drag me
away from my .bar stool. The
music was fast, tight, exploratory
and quickly became very dull.

EDIHIURGH PLAYltOUSl FRIDAY 171h OCTOBER
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Wow! Captured at the Queen's Hall in a rare appearance, Smokey
Robinson auditioning for the annual Lionel Richie lookalike contest. (Is
this right? - Ed.)
Photo: Paul Hutton
After some more lubrication
during the interval, I ventured
back into the hall to discover that
Brian Moore was right - it's a
game of two halves. The entrance
of vocalist Noel McCalla made all
the difference to the Meantime
attack. His voice was like liver vital, slippery and soulful. He
took us through every cliche in the ·
book (what a cliche) - clapalongs, sing-alongs, sax-vocal
duets, drum solos, guitar solos
two-thirds of the way through a
song. Even , "Hey it's great to be
back in Edinburgh." What is

NEW ORDER:
BROTHERHOOD
(Factory)

NEW MODEL ARMY:
THE GHOST OF CAIN
(EMI)
Unfortunately the two
strongest tracks on this LP
appear as songs 1 and 2 on the
'A' side, and although this
provides an excellent beginning to the album, it leaves
much of the remainder falling
helplessly flat.
The Hunt and Lights Go Out
are in New Model Army's traditional style, displaying their talent
for playing heavy, unadorned and
atmospheric music , complete with
neat guitar lines and powerful
rhythms.
51 st State shows another side to
the band's music, illustrating a
capacity for politically pretentious
lyrics, and an overdependance on
chant-like choruses. In a very
similar vein are the tracks All Of
This and Master Race, showing a
style of music that is clearly
designed to produce an effective
live sound , and which appears dull
and mindless on record.
In general 'the album has some
good moments, with much of the
remainder having live potential,
perhaps benefitting from the
absence of the polish provided by
Glynn John's, tidy production.
James Annesley

THE WOODENTOPS
EVERYTHING LIVING
(Rough Trade 7 inch)
The WOodentops have
given up making exciting
records. Everyday Living is a
remix of one of the weaker
tracks from the disappointing
Giant LP. The sound is quite
nice but the record is very
tame. Wasted talent.
Alun Graves

CHRISTY MOORE
lJQ
I
'Pi
f, 16'
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Brotherhood
Strangely,
can be identified by the lack of
information on its dull sleeve.
New Order thrive on this kind
of arrogance, but are they so
important that we should
know that this is their record?
Are New Order still the innovators they once were?
Brotherhood is quite refreshing, being more relaxed, less
intense (even less indulgent,
perhaps?) than previous LPs. On
the whole the sound is pretty full
and flowing , although marred at
times by tedious electronic
rhythms . Despite being a fairly
complex LP, New Order's ability
to combine power with enticingly
simple tunes features again here.
Side One is fast-moving, Peter
Hook's forceful but melodic bass
keeping the energy flowing and
peaking on Broken Promise. The
second side is more soothing,
overflows
with
appealing
keyboards and contains the two
best songs: the uplifting Bizarre
Love Triangle and All Day Long,
a track which generates a feeling
of importance reminiscent to
Atmosphere (Joy Division) .

Photo: Paul Hutton

Lyrically, Brotherhood is similar to older LPs: Albrecht's direct- ness and simplicity shine through
once again, even with a touch of
humour at times.
This is a consistently good LP,
all the key elements are present.
Brotherhood may not go that
much farther than Low-Life
0985) , but it is still a noteworthy
release. f'ossibly the blank cover
is justified after all.
AlunGraves

remarkable is that it works. It may
be unhip , but I clapped and sang
on demand (must've been the fish
oil) . People even started to dance.
For me it was worth the money ,
· but then again , I didn 't pay anything. I would , however , pay for
next week's Art Farmer concert.
Some good bop is definitely in
order to clear away the post-ECM
cobwebs. See him before he dies ,
it'll be something to tell your children about. This concert has the
James Jazz seal of approval.
James Jazz
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RUNRIG
Moray House Union

The lilting strains of the
Jesus and Mary Chain faded
out, heralding the arrival
onstage of support band D.C.
Desouza. And what a contrast. One minute the buzz of
feedback, the next hints of
everything from Barclay
James Harvest to the Police.

SUZANNE VEGA. :·
VAN MORRISON~·
EDINBURGH USHIA HALL MONDAY 241h NOVEMBER

IDINllllGH l'LAYHOUll

. IUNOAY Jatll NOVEMllR

Photo: Lesley Williamson

Runrig took to the stage t<?
scenes of blind adulation . Any
preconceptions I had about them
being a bunch of chanting, Fair
Isle jersey-wearing fishermen
were soon rudely smacked away
by their uplifting repertoire ,.
packed full of songs that could
nestle comfortably in any national
chart. Lead singer Donny Munro
has already encountered the tactics of the London record companies and is not prepared to sacrifice the band's musical ideals for
the sake of selling a few more
records. Despite this the forthcomning single The Work Song is
liable to attract a wider audience.
Runrig mix traditional Scottish
folk songs, both in Gaelic and
English, with their nown c.ompo~
itions. Copmparisons with Big
Country abound , yet Munro
respects the individualism of the
two , and doesn't think Big Country have "ripped Runrig off'.
Songs like Dance Called
America and unpronounceable
Gaelic ones were enhanced by a
spectacular light show, dry ice and
pyrotechnics. These effects were
particularly remarkable considering the relatively small venue.
Runrig will be at the Playhouse
in December, a date they are
likely to sell out. Do go , you won't
see a Fair Isle jersey in sight.
Craig McLean
Lesley Williamson
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THEATRE

I

FILMHOUSE
THE COLOUR OF
Lothian Road
POMEGRANATES
2282668
SUNLESS
BETIY BLUE
Pleasance
6.00, 8.30Oct16-18
Classy erotic comedy that starts 17 Oct; 6.45, 8.10
with a bang and continues in the The first film shows scenes from
same vein as Betty and her partner the life of Armenian poet, Arutiun
Sayadian. The second is an
romp around France. Ooh la la!
amazing compilation
AMADEUS
WEST SIDE STORY
Oct 17 & 20 2.00
CABINET OF DR CALIGARI
Oct 20 6.00
George Square Theatre
Oct 19 & 20 8.30
19 Oct; 6.45, 9.30
Impressive filming of the life of
The all singing, all dancing verMozart, focusing on the battle betsion of Tomeo and Juliet, set in
ween him and Salieri, the Court
1950's New York. Superb on the
Musician.
big screen. 'Cabinet' is an all time
YELLOW EARTH
classic of murder and madness.
Oct 21 & 22 2.30, 6.00, 8.30
The tale of a soldier's involvement COP AU VIN
in the lives of a Chinese family and THE RETURN OF
his inability to change an inevita- MARTIN GUERRE
Geor~e Square Theatre
ble course of events.
22 Oct; 6.45, 8.45
MAN WITH 2 BRAINS
Jn the first of two French films, a
Oct 18 2.45; Oct 16-18 6.45;
big city policeman finds himself
Oct 188.45
outcast and unhelped in the
Fed up with his new bride, queen
bitch
Kathleen
Turner,
Dr investigation of a smalltown
Hfuhruhurr (!) falls in love with a murder. In the second, Gerald
brain in a jar; the progeny of Depardieu returns to a small
peasant community
another crank's patterings. No
acocunting for taste, eh?
THE SHINING
Oct 21 6.00; Oct 21 -22 8.30
South Clerk St
Some good old door axing in a
667 7331
haunted,
snowbound
hotel.
CINDERELLA
Stephen King's terror bears a strik1.45, 5.30, 8.15
.
ing resemblance to Ski Club.
A little light relief in Odeon One.
UNDER THE BRIDGES
Let's face it, the majority of the
Oct 19 6.30, 8.30
audience will be students skiving
Deutsch drama of the '40s meine
off Business Studies 1, so they can
freunden . Two boatmen chase
see if Cinders actually does get her
one lucky woman round the Berlin
Prince. If you ask them, I'll bet
Wall.
they'll say they're there for a
THE CREMATOR
Sociology project. Don't be
Oct 20 6.00, 8.30
fooled .
Some people look on their job as
more than just a chore.
ALIENS
ALCHEMISTS 1 & 2
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Oct 16 3.00; Oct 19 8.45;
57 years on, Sigourney Weaver
Oct 22 6.30
wakes up after having chucked the
Juxtasposition of short films that
Alien out the waste disposal in
probe the surreal. In other words
Alien 1. She's persuaded to return
weird!
to the planet and discovers that
THE SEARCHERS
the Aliens sure know how to procOct 17 3.00
reate. Much horror and shock will
Ouelle surprise! John Wayne
follow, so don't go alone.
heroically blasts another 10,000
Indians to smithereens.
MONA LISA
2.15, 5.45, 8.30
Bob " Pennies From Heaven " HosNewbattl e Terrace
kins plays an underworld stooge
447 2660
finding morals hard to live with, or
PINOCCHIO
stay alive with, when big boss
2.15, 5.15, 8. 15
Michael Caine drafts him back into
Yet more Disney at the Dominion the gang after a hefty prison senfor all you over-age fans. This time tence. His love for Cathy Tyson
it's the tale of the little boy-puppet doesn't help matters anyway.
whose nose grows every time he
tells a lie. There's a moral in there
somewhere, girls.
Lothian Road
MY LITTLE PONY
229 3030
Joins Pinocchio from Friday. Yet
TOP GUN
another marketing ploy to get kids
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
to buy horrible little plastic horses
The return of the all-American
for Christmas.
SWEET LIBERTY
fighter pilot. Top hunk is Tom
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
Cruise, who sweats over missiles
Alan Alda plays an academic wriand Misses. The miss in this case
ter who has to watch his work on
is Kelly McGillis, last seen in Witthe Revolution be transformed
ness, who plays, wait for it, an
into a Hollywood blockbuster in
aeronautics professor. Lots of F14s in this one.
his home town .
A ROOM WITH A VIEW
POLTERGEIST 2
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Beautiful film from the people 2.35, 5.25, 8.25
who made Heat and Dust, about a The return of the ghoulies, as it
young girl who goes to Italy and were. The pesky uniinvited guests
finds her eyes being opened sub- return to cover the all-American
family in gunge. Good for a laugh,
stantially
take an arm to squeeze.
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Home St, Tollcross
228 4141
HEAVENLY PURSUITS
3.00, 5.00, 7.00, 9.00
Tom Conti stars with Helen Mirren
as a teacher in a Glasgow Ca.tho lie
school who finds his faith challenged and his nerves jangled by a
series of domestic miracles.

B

c

.HIGHLANDER
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
La Belle Christopher Lambert, of
Subway fame, transposes to
become a million-year-old immortal in New York, fighting off Sean
Connery as an age ing immortal
after his crown . Startling special
effects and a Queen soundtrtack
which, lets's face it sa s it all.

ED LA MTHEATRE
WORKSHOP

225 9873
OFFICE SUITE
34 Hamilton Place
22 Oct: 1 pm
226 5425
75p members, £1.50 non-mem- LAUGH? I COULD HAVE DIED!
bers
17-18 Oct; 8 pm
By Alan Bennet
£2.50 (cone. £2)
As usual with all Bedlam lun- By The Grand Theatre of Lemchtimes lunch is included in the mings, one of the most exciting
price; not a bad package.
and unusual theatre groups in
Britain today. Mixing the skills of
theatre, cabar.et and circus, they
create a hilarious world of stunts,
112 Westbow Grassmarket
magic and illusion.
225 2633
DREAMING OF BABYLON
THE AMAZING MR BONES
14-26 Oct; 7.30 pm
TRAVELLING PUPPET THEATRE
Non-members £4, members 21 Oct; 11 am and 2 pm
£3.50, consc, £2
THE EDINBURGH PUPPET
Adapted from the novel by COMPANY AND SPECTRE
Richard Bratigan. This one-man INSPECTOR
play is part of the Traverse's pick 22 Oct; 2.30 pm and 4 pm
of the Festival Fringe season. £1 (cone. 75p)
Kerry Shale portrays various According to Radio Forth, these
characters, one being C. Card shows entertain adults as well as
Private Eye, as he crawls around "Kids", no once you work out
seedy San Francisco telling his what category you belong to, you
tales of bullets and blondes, stiffs can forget all that vacation readand showdowns ... The comedy ing you didn 't do, and have a
is on the black side, "Interesting laugh at the antics of " Spectre
but irrelevant fact ": Kerry Shale Inspector" - a puppet ghost
appeared in Yentl which "sta rhunter.
red" Babs " hooter superstar"
Open Day; 18 Oct.
Streisand no less!
11 am-4pm

TRAVERSE
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G
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2 Leven St
2291201
PEKING OPERA
18-19 Oct; 7.30 pm
£7.50-£10. £1 off for students
Features performers from Beijing with the legendary painter/
teachers and actress Mme. Wu
Suqiu (not easy to pronounce
after a couple glasses of wine).
They will present two programmes; "The Monkey King, 500
years on" and "Stealing the
Magic Herbs''.

L y

c E u

M

Grindlay Street
229 9697
THE GRAND EDINBURGH FIRE
BALLOON
Till 1 Nov; 7.45 pm
From £2.50
by Andrew Dallmeyer
A play set in Edinburgh. It's about
James Tytler, the first man in britain to fly. It focuses on his frienzied attempts to get airborne as
he humps off DHT. (sorry, that
last sentence is not quite correct).

EXHIBS
TALBOT RICE -C I T Y A R T
G A L L E RY C E N T R E
Old College, South Bridge
6671011
Mon -Sat 10-5 pm
Til Oct 25
TALES IN BALTIC WOOD WOOD CARVINGS BY Zigsrids
Sapietis a Latvian born
sculptor. Pop down during lunchtime if you've nothing better to
do.

~2""M'-a~rT.k=et~s~t=re~e~t:--~~~~~-

M on-Sat 10-5 pm
Til Oct 25
THEATRE OF THE PORTRAIT a selection of work from the city's
collection .
BRITISH TOYMAKER'S GUILDfor those of you who mourn our
childhood days.

FRUITMARKET
GALLERY

Til Nov 1
TREMBLE YE TYRANTS! 200 years of organised labour in
Scotland.

29 Market Street
225 2383
Tues-Sat 10-5.30
Til Oct 25
BILL WOODROW - sculptures

Til Oct25
GAELcoincides with the staging of the
National Mod.

A standard £1 .50 stu dentllion r
from Sunday to Thursdayw, at
cost you £2.60. All ci nemion-smo

DC>IVl l l\t

Students pay £1.20 for a~11ances
The only exception is thelning sh
only non-smoking pa rtoftding. In
shut on Sundays.

FILIVIH<JS
Matinees cost 50p ; earlyg show
£1.20. These tickets are Oljable 30
ma nee starts. No conceswen for
you can book these in ailt £2.20
cinemas.

FILIVI S C

Members get in free toarmance
can be purchased in a any
week and from the Po dents
Place, at the weekend. 'pis 01

BED LA

All tickets for lunchtimeJlOlls incl
your consumption. Merr! of the I
allows reductions on all?Bedlan
are held every Monday>pm i1
interested in any aspect om is alv

TRAVESE
Exclusive offer th is yearlmb.ersl
which allows many beni.tse rncl
Sunday performan ce; £21dent st;
before performan ce; treioTravel
theatre clubs in Britain.

LVCEU

They offer a plastic cardl[l whi
two tickets at co ncessir#e 1£1
mance). Check at box offt-.iails.

ESCA

Edinburgh Student Chail'8al are
(225 4061) contrary totliRStud
offices at any time durirl' hours
time secretary, or alternlhone h

SNC>

.

Students are welcomed' attire t
Orchestra concerts at t~r Hall.
available from 7 pm eadlevenin

CAIVIECre·

Afternoon shows cost £I nrng P
pm) are £2.70.

NATIONAL 0 PEN E Y E
L I B -R A R Y G ALL E R Y
George IV Bridge
226 4531
Mon-Fri 9.30-5, Sat 9.30-1
REPATRIATION - an exhibition
of collections recently returned
to Scotland, hence the title.
Works include the Scott manuscripts.

75 Cumberland Street
557 1020
Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 10-4
JAIN FLEMING, RSA, RSW, AWA,
LLD - Impressive list of. letters!
Exhibition shows a visual
diary of the war years.

sc

rs

0 TT
H
F L Y I N G GALLERY
COLOURS 4 George-Street
35 William Street
225 6776
Tues-Fri 11-6 pm, Sat 10-1 pm
New gallery exhibiting contemporary works - from Scotland
nd Ital .

225 5955
Til Oct 29
JIM NICHOLSON - Hebrides
and the North West, in watercolour.
JANET PIERCE - recent flower
paintaings.

Tom Conti, suffering, in tJtl

~ill

UNIVEN .T S MU

IC

THUR 16 OCT MON 20 OCT THUR 16 OCT MON 20 OCT

SE

shows (Su nday-Friday) cost
ble 30 min utes before perforn for ma in evening fil ms but
£2 .20. Non-smoking in both

ances. Guest ticket s (£1 .25)
any Union Shop d uring the
dents' Union, 24 Buccleuch
pis on sale at all shows.
s include soup and bread for
fthe Bedlam is £2 .00, which
edlam Committee meetings
pm in the theat re. Anyone
is always welco m e.

E
bersh ip: £4 for four years,
e include a free t icket to any
ent standby ticket 10 minutes
Traverse Bar and many other

f1 which allows you to. claim

x

e (fl off cost of any perfortails.

SCIENCE FOR PEOPLE GROUP
Function Room on the top floor of
the Postgrads' Union.
8pm
The second meeting of the year.
Robin Williams talking on "Labour
Movement strategies for information technology."
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
Cheviot Room at the Pleasance
7.30 pm
FOE Scotland employees will be
here tonight speaking on (wait for
it) : "FOE Scotland".
DEBATE WORKSHOP
Chaplaincy Centre
(Seminar Room 1)
7.30 pm
A further chance for all you budding Lord Stocktons.
ROCK DISCO
Chambers St Union
8pm
An early Happy Hour (8-9) to get
you in the right frame of mind.
DEBATE
Teviot Debating Hall
7pm
"This House believes that all doctors should be male and all nurses
female."
ANTI-APARTHEID SOCIETY
Chaplaincy Centre
5.15pm
The first major meeting to show
your support for the cause.
Tonight there's a video and subsequent discussion on "Namibia
- Tell the World".
WORKING WEEK
Teviot Row Union
9pm
The Union's new entertainment.
oolicv starts hem I
Working Week is EUSA's first big
band for three years. Tickets can
be bought in advance for £3; £3.5
at door.

FRI 17 OCT
STUDENT AID
Ochil Room: Upstairs in the Pleasance.
7.30 pm
The first meeting of student Aid,
which is affiliated with the Save
the Children Fund. Check out the
News feature for more details.
MEGA DISCO
Teviot Row Union
8-2am
CLUB KASUMO
Pptterrow
8pm
CELLAR BAR DISCO
Chambers St. Union
8pm

POETRY WORKSHOP
DHT616
1 pm
A regular lunchtime workshop
with Writer In Residence,
Loch head.

Liz

SCAG-MENTSWELL PROJECT
Wilkie House
7pm
It's Halloween party-time next
week: volunteers are neede to
help the women prepare
EU ANIMAL RIGHTS
Somerville Room, Pleasance
7.30pm
A video tonight on Chief Seattle's
testimony;
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY:
PERFORMANCE GROUP
Chambers St. Ballroom
8-9.30 pm
Everyone can join this week for
£1.

TUES 21 OCT
ECONOMICS SOCIETY
313 WRB
1 pm
The election for two first year .
reps is on today. If you feel brave
enough, go along and stand
LABOUR CLUB
Chaplaincy Centre
5.15pm
The president of the Scottish
NUS, Pauline McNeill, will be
speaking on Student Loans:
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY :
CONTEMPORARY CLASS
Chambers St. Ballroom
6.15-7.15pm
£1.50 if you'd like to take this on
tonight. You are promised professional tuition
·
SCOTTISH
NATIONALIST
ASSOCIATION
~
1
Balcony Room, Teviot Row
Union
7.30 pm
Cathy Presland is tonight's
speaker. She's discussing student and education issues affecting scotland and you,
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY:
MODERN CLASS
Chambers St. Ballroom
Beginners 7.30-8.30 pm
Non-Beginners 8.30-9.30 pm
The Modern Class charge is £1 .50
for one session or £8 for the

WED 22 OCT

MIDWEEK SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre
1.10pm
The Rev . Bill McDonald from
Mayfield Church on : " IshmaelThe Outsider" .
LORD CARRINGTON
DHT's Lecture Theatre 'A'
SUPERTROG DISCO
5.15pm
Chambers St. Union
The University could not have
8pm
chosen a better moment to invite
Lord Carrington . He is fulfilling
his appointment to the Chair of
International Relations. From
METH SOC
experience at his current position
Outside Nicolson Square Church of Secretary-General of NATO,
2.30 pm
he'll be talking on " European
An afternoon visit to ESSA where Security " .
SKI
CLUB (NORDIC SECTION)
Roger Simpson will be talking on
Sheep's Heid Inn, Duddingston
Evangelism.
7.30 pm
PETER CASE
Everyone's invited to the Sheep's
Teviot Row Union
Heid Skittle Alley for a Beer n
9pm
The American Singer-Songwri- Skittles evening.
ter has been causing quite a stir STUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEin the music press recently. He'll MENT
be on between 9 and 9.30. Get Chaplaincy Centre
along earlier though for the 7.30 pm
Lisbet Rutter leading a discusHappy Hour between 8 and 9.
sion on Prayer: what can we
achieve from it?
GREEN BANANA CLUB
MODERN
DANCE SOCIETY:
Potterrow
8pm
BALLET GROUP
If you ' re fed up with an endless
Chambers St. Ballroom
stream of way-out Coub Mixes,
7-8pm
Don't worry if you missed the bring along your own singles to
first week's class. You can still the Green Banana Club every
Wednesday.
join tonight for £1.50 :

SAT180CT

WORKING WEEK
TeviotRow
£3 in advance. £3.50 at the door.
See them!
BIG TOWN PLAYBOYS
Preservation Hall
10 pm; Free
Rhythm 'n' Blues.
TAM WHITE AND THE
Jail house
10.30 pm; Free
Rhythm 'n' Blues.

DEXTER~

CONCERT FOR CANCER RELIEF
Queen's Hall
7.30pm; £4
Many famous artists perform
work from Handel to Gilbert and
Sullivan with proceeds going
towards a good cause.

BILLY JONES
Lord Darnley
9.30 pm; Free

FRI 17 OCT
CHRISTY MOORE
Playhouse
£6.00
Folk music.

TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
Rand B.

CRY
Preservation Hall
10 pm; Free

TONIGHT AT NOON
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free

ART FARMER AND
BRIAN KEDDIE QUINTET
Queen's Hall
£4.50
Highly recommended jazz.

TUES 21 OCT

SNO
Usher Hall
Standby tickets £2
Mussorgsky: A Night on the Bare
Mountain.
Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto No.
1.
Kaliinikov: Symphony No. 1.

BENNINGTON HEIGHTS
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free

UB40
Playhouse
Tickets £6 and £7

SAT180CT
BLACK ELVIS 2000
Hoochie Coochie
Club opens at 11 pm; £2.50
Also known as Colbert Hamilton,
Black Elvis 2000 sounds like a
combination of Motorhead and
Spinal Tap. Don't miss it!

WED220CT
CHARLIE McNAIR JAZ.Z BAND
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free

SUN190CT

UB40
Playhouse
Tickets £6 and C7

ROC
Preservation Hall
10pm; Free
MARIA JOAO PIRES
Queen's Hall
Tickets from £2
Wagner, Schumann and Mozart
for piano.

EDINBURGH QUARTET
Queen's Hall
7.45pm; £4
Beethoven,
Shostakovich,
Dvorak.

1Ffl!...MHOUS~

PATRON: BELL:S SCOTCH WHISKY

88 LOTHIAN ROAD

Cinema 1

SUN190CT

MON200CT

PETER CASE
Potterrow
t'olky Blues, very reminiscent of
Dylan. Well worth seeing . His
album is probably the best to be
released this year by a complete
unknown.

Until Sat 18
6.00 and 8.30

BETTY BLUE
Cinema 2

Until Sat 18
6.45 and 8.45 (not 8.45 Fri 17)

The Man With Two Brains
Cinema 1

Sun 19, Mon 20
5.00 and 8.00 (not 5.0 Sun 19)

Amadeus
Cinema 1

Tues 21-Sat 25
6.45 and 8.45

Yellow Earth
Special Preview
Thu 23 8 pm
When The Wind Blows
with Raymond Briggs and John Coates

HI • ~·ruoENT

l'hurselay Hith Uctbbet 1986

DRAMA

Will I go purple?

Three men, gods, Shakespearesque witches, stooges
or whatever ....
PEOPLE SHOW No. 91A ROMANCE

THE GRAND EDINBURGH
FIRE BALLOON
Royal Lyceum ; until 1 Nov
··rm flying!" James Tytler
exclaims ecstatically as his balloon
rises from the stage and he
becomes the first man in Britain to
fly . At last his dogged determination has reaped its reward and one
is swept along in the tide of his
unbridled enthusiasm as he asks
himself: "Will I go purple? Will I
change colour? Will my organs
expand?"
Tytler has triumphed over the
petty and narrow-minded folk
who so far delighted in seeing him
fail. Particularly guilty are the
extraordinarily ·obnoxious Fergusons - Mr is a tedious , cynical
and externally pedantic lawyer;
Mrs is a woman in the "let them
eat cake" variety who comes out
with the immortal line: "I'm on
the committee!''
Sadly, Tytler's triumph isshortlived. He returns to the scene of
the flight 15 months later alone
and destitute , a sad shadow of the
man. who had been "perpetual
motion personified". Another
man has made his fortune from
flying in a balloon a\td Tytler's
anonymity has been assured by
those powers who have insisted
that: "If God had intended man to
fly he would have given him
wings. "
The play is complex neither in
plot nor character. The action of
the second act is little different
from .that of the first, except that
this time Tytler succeeds in getMr Tytler ... "perpetual motion personified."
ting aloft. Nevertheless it is an
absorbi.ng tale of one man 's strugtive enough to provoke genuine
gle .against .the cynicism and stagSTICKS AND STONES
nation of his society.
laughter in the sizeable audience.
Greg Wise, as narrator, led the
Bedlam ; Wedneday 8th .Oct.
The central -page of the progshowsmoothly from one sketch to
ramme is occupied largely by a
The Bedlam started this term's another. The rest oft he group sliplecture from the new literary series of lunchtime plays with a ped effortlessly between their vardirector at the Lyceum on the slick and professional production ious toles , using the minimum of
i'mportance of new theatre. from the Fringe. Connall Mor- props. (ie none). Among the ·
One might have thought this rison has adapted some of Lenny expenenced cast, Ross Parsons
unnecessary but apparently not as Bruce's satirical sketches to create was oufstanding. He used an
the audience was barely half full Sticks and Stones, performed by a.mazing. and energetic variety of
for the world premiere of a new . one narrator Lenny and four per- s1U Y voices, while all the time
play. Perhaps apathy towards sci- forming Lennys. The sketches sou.nding funny and not silly. The
entific progress in the general
meander casually through Ameri- mam fault was that the show was
public of Tytler's era has been can life looking at (among others) too long and its content did not
replaced by apathy to artistic glue sniffers, dope sniffers and really justify the 50 minutes it
innovation in our own?
pant sniffers. Often the sticks lasted.
Tom Bradby turned out to be inoffensive twigs ,
Andrew Sparrow
but some of the stones were effec-

'Theatre Workshop';
13 , 14, 15 October
. "Art is ambiguous" excuses the
opening Bygrave-based compere
- here, however, it is nothing
short of outrageous!
The characters, styled in a cross
between "Conran" and "Body
Map" , consist of the two protagonists , Chanine Yavroyan and
Collette Walker, and a group of
three men, gods , Shakespearesque witches , stooges or whatever,
played by George Khan, Jeremy
Swift and Mark Lowe.
The action takes place on and
around one of the most inventive
and visually stunning sets I have
ever seen, being linked together
by certain recurring elements such
as the state of the weather , features (on and off a chicken) , flowers, a hangman's noose, an hotel ,
a prison and music ranging form
" fairground " to Marvin Gaye's I
Heard it Through the Grapevine.
e background music is mostly
rerecorded , although Collette
Walker gives superbly _sexy and
professional performances of
Blue Moon, Stormy Weather,
Summertime and the main love
theme of the play; compared to
her Grace Jones would make a
great substitute for Julie Andrews
in the inevitable remake of "The
Hills are Alive with the Sound of
Music".
The musical talent extends
across the whole troupe too as
they form a quartet of saxophone,
horn, violin and piano, all contributing to the general air of
accomplishment present in the
production.
"Play" is a noun I hesitate to
use in connection with this
extravaganza, since it is nearer to
a celebration of theatre itself, apt
since the company has now been
performing for 20 years. "Farce"
is probably a nearer description

RONBUTLIN
A poetry reading is rarely a
major artistic event. If you are
attracted by the idea of meeting a
real author, that mysterious figure
in the post-romantic imagination
then you will be disappointed.
They tend to be as ordinary as the
rest of us , read their poems to a
half-empty room and, on further
questioning , seem not to know
what they mean. But if you accept
that a poet is just someone who
does an interesting but badly-paid
job, then the opportunity to hear
them read and speak is rewarding .
On MondayRon Bullin, former

The romance itself is based on a
chance meeting involving a sultry
singer and a hybi'id Mickey
Rourke and Ian Dury, which ,
along with the rest of their "relationship" , is interrupted and
destroyed by the trio of "gods"
and culminates in the heroine's
supposedly accidental death . Her
brutal demise is extremely alarming and only outshone by the tour
de force of the production , the
finale , on her resurrection . H ere ,
the lovers perch precariously on a
piano (10 feet off the ground)
bedecked
with
flowers
candleabra, champagne , and ~
pair of wings. Accompanied on
the ground by a man on a fairground horse , a man on a trick
cycle (both dressed as MacDonald's employees) and a third
man in a silver box, up near the
audience, playing fo ur different
wind instruments - make of this
what you will!
The love element itself is conventional in that it is heavily
stereotyped (they come at the
same time during sex - "Well
they would , wouldn't they?") , but
purposefully so , giving scope for
basically whatever comes to mind,
which collectively adds up to an
evening of laughter' surprise , horror and any other human possible
emotion, summed up by the
refusal of the delighted audience
to leave until they were sure it had
'
all come to an end .
The Theatre Workshop are
holding an open day on the 18th
October from 11 am to 4 pm at 34
Hamilton Place, so you can see
what goes on there; an opportunity which is not to be missed.
Rebecca Palmer

After
the
performance, ·
Rebecca Palmer spoke to
Jeremy Swift, the newest
membei,r of the group, about
the show.

RP: How would you describe the.
Workshop?
JS:. "As a co-operative with ideas
flymg around a lot. Training is not ·
Many of Butlin's poems
what it's all about."
explore a world of loneliness
where characters are unable t~ . RP: How would you describe the
.
play I have just seen?
assert themselves or control their
JS: "Pure t~eatricality, exploring
lives. He also read from his forthevery theatncal possibility."
coming novel, which describes
~: Does it have a central ·meansuch a character. Rutlin has writmg?
ten it in a second-person interior monologue ("You need a JS: "No."
Writer-in-Residence at the UniRP: Do you set down and publish
versity , gave the Poetry Society drink now . No, you can watt"?
what you create?
which illustrates how the characsuch an opportunity.
JS:. "No, as nothing is ever
ter constantly deceives · himself
He started with poems in Scots
scnpt.ed, although the main action
covering a variety of subject~ and emphasises the timidity of
remams the same, it often
includmg J1m1 Hendri)!:, John Mil- someone who cannot affirm and
~=~~~~~ on the size etc. of the n.umbers that would be appropton and an. orgy in Tollcross. They accept his identity by categorically
mark an important stage in his statmg "I". But the prose lacks the
RP· B . . .
nate,. Then, we just sat around
JS." · "~ is it tightly organised?
talking endlessly. Eventually,
career because they allowed him humour or the imagery of his best
to discover a new poetic voice. poems and I sensed that contortight ~t really, as you saw every show is unique. "
The joking, irreverent and tinued for . 100 pages it would
RP: Have you made any changes to
RP· H · .
. • ow did you begin the crea- the original idea?
demotk tone. of the poems become tedious.
tion process?
JS·
. space We
Before the reading, two mem- JS·
emphasised by Butlin's warm anel
"W
' " Only to do• with
sensitive reading, was impressive. bers of the society read some of th~n b e. ~sually have an idea and couldn't use a ramp we pick~d off
Traces of this could be heard in his theu poems. Andrew Jackson The s tm the action arqund it. a rubbish dump for the cliff we
later English poems, such as the read hesitantly, marking the ends pla~ ~w~s the ~st ~hing _with this had to incorporate it into the ;hird
almost
metaphysical
The of h~es. Roddy Lumsden recitea a ba~ic s~o a~ this tnlogy idea and . part of the trilogy idea, and
his dtffit;ult poems more fluently.
Philosopher Turns Accountant
dirt
hne of romance.with a George's silver box" (for his wind·
altho~gh some of them adopt ~
10 Bnghton and playing in the finale) "is usually at
thaf
sC::~~f
~~?
Andrew Sparrow
more impersonal voice.
the
mg. We then added the back as it makes a rnore
surrea1 and vanous musical dramatic effect.''

POETRY
Chambers Street; 13th Oct.

since the production included
scenes containing such epics as a
transvestite kissing a dead fish , a
six-foot dog and a marvellous sexover-the-phone episode conducted along with a varying
soundtrack of Demos Roussos
and reggae.

1

f

ART Sun Pictures CLASSICAL
Strauss and

PRINTED LIGHT
National Portrait Gallery;
until 28th Oct
Sun Pictures may sound like
ancient Inca images of worship, or
a vintage collection of page 3 girlie
shots, bu.I is actually the name
applied to the early photographs
taken by Fox-Talbot, Hill and
Adamson. The name catches
some of the wonder at the effects
of light and detail that could be
achieved with this novel method
of creating images. This exhibition not only displays the best of
these "sun pictures" but also, with
the use of explanatory placards
and video, gives a sfrong impression of the excitement generated
by this invention among Edinburgh's intellectual establishment
of the 1840s.
The early photographs taken by
Fox-Talbot show. his delight with
the detail possible with photography . Intricacies that before
could take an age of painstaking
observation could now
be
ach ieved simply by loading a
pinho le ' box with the prepared
paper, placing it opposite an
obejct bathed in strong sunlight ,
and leavi ng it there while you
wandered off for a long , leisurely
lunch.
It is at this stage that Hill and
Adamson began working together
using Fox-Talbot's methods.
Hill's training as a professional
artist led them to approach photography as an art form as well as
documentary. Their photos of
Edinburgh in the 1840s (when the
station and the Scott Monument
were being built), St Andrews and
the nearby fishing village of
Newhaven , are a beautiful and
unique record. But for me the collection of portraits make this
exhibition worthy of its claim to
"200 masterpieces of early photography".

Fly Freeman

Shostakovich
SNO
Usher Hall; Friday 10th Oct.

His faithers breeks - D. 0. Hill and Robert Adamson

JANET PIERCE AND
JIM NICHOLSON
Scottish Gallery; until 29th Oct
Contrast
overwhelms
the
approach to the subject matter
and handling of the same medium
at the current exhibition in the
Scottish Gallery. The artists,
Janet Pierce and Jim Nicholson
reveal their positive , and exceptionally
opposite,
identities
through working with watercolour in a fluid and controlled
manner.
Initially the vibrant flower
paintings of Janet Pierce, when
viewed at a distance, resemble .

delicate images on painted silk. It
is apparent that the artist, through
direct sensation , portrays not only
vivid, bold reflections of flowers ,
but has a unique and profound
underst anding of flower forms.
Colours bleed into one another,
thus revealing the subtle edges of
petals, and cunningly the artist
echoes the fragility of the flower
in her use of delicate rice paper.
The
composition
Purple
Rhododendron incorporates electrifying tones of purple and pink
against dark green leaves , and
furthermore discloses the slight
brown charactensllc of rhododendron petals.

Friday night's programme provided a number of contra ts, not
only of musical styles but also of
the standard and conviction of the
performances, with an unconvincing first half being followed by a
compelling finale . To couple
Strauss' monumental Also Sprach
Zarathustra with Shostakovich's
10th Symphony may seem wise to
those wishing to promote S O's
forthcoming recording cycles of
Strauss tone poems and Shostakovich symphonic , but the
huge gulf in musical styles
demanded by these two scores
proved to be too much for the
orchestra and Neeme Jarvi. the
conductor.
Mr Jarvi is upposedly a
renowned Straussian ; thi s performance provided little evidence to
support thi claim. As always his
conducting was taut. But he
seemed to be uncomfortable with
the sumptuous joys of Straus
Flat distant views of the Hebrides and the North-we t contra t
distinctly with the soft flow of petal . Jim Nicholson repetitiously
portrays landscapes with vast distance and through defined detail .
Through the apparent lack of
dramatic tone, the arti t builds the
painting by guidance of the "recipe" grassland or rocks,
mountain and sky. The composition Wild Clover, Harris hints a
whisper of depth: the eye is led
inward by the purple clover.
which displays depth through
means of underneath shadow.
However , the shadow fades away
in the mid patth of the clover and
therefore reveals a false feeling to

scoring for a huge late-Romantic
orchestra. His reading 11oas unexpressive, lacking the great expansive wa hes of orchestral colour
which this music needs . The result
was a finely detailed but cold and
unmoving performance.
Jarvi 's approach proved to be
infinitely more succe sful in the
Shostakovich . This carefull1
judged performance wa admirably suited to the mood of the symphony. Understatement served to
emphasise the sparse \Coring.
creating a tense and black vie" of
the first movement. The <.teeil
acerbic tone which marred the
first half provided a scherzo. stunning in its precise and icy aruculation , and an achieved waltz-move ment bristling with Mahlerian
grotesquerie. Yet this wa' a performance remarkahle not only fen
range of orchestral colour hut
more notably for the clearly structured interpretation ; each lime
the opening three-note motif
appeared nothing was lost in elfindulgent rubato .
Colin Moodie
the height of the ground level.
Ha rd edges of forms contrast
effectively with th e soft free flowing cotton head in th e painting
S1111ve11 with Bog Cot1011 which
succeeds in capturing the movement of the weath.:r-beaten plant.
The representational. hard
edged,
photognlphic images
created by Jim icholson indicate
a graphic approach to nature . Thi
graphic eye complements in a contradictory manner the vibrant
third power paintings of Janet
Pierce and there gives insight to
the flexibility of the powerful
medium of watercolour.
Melanie Steel

CONSTRUCTED
NARRATIVES
Stills; until 18 Oct
Is photography art? That is the
question posed by this exhibition
of work by Calum Colvin and Ron
O'Donnell. These two photographers have tried to combine
painting and sculpture with
photography. The effect depends
largely on a personal response ,
but the large-scale colour works
left me numb and confused .
Colvin 's works are collage-like
photographic compositions. They
hold furious nightmarish qualities
and yet sometimes have an underlying sense of humour. He constructs his pictures in, an exceedingly interesting way . Household
furniture and objects are painted
as two-dimensional pictures, so
the objects hold no separate form,
yet their shadows are disconcerting evidence of their identity. He
incorporates ·mundane and curious items into his photographs:
for example, the kilted Action
Man who assume-S a heroic-type
storyline, or the Singer sewing
machine that is meta morphised
into an open mouth.
O ' Donnell's work is based
more exclusively on image , light
and vigorous statements . He uses
shop dummies and robots toquestion people, and con tructs some
very famjJiar anti-nuclear scenes.
Alison Brown
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American Perversities • •

"Oh no! not his backside".
hold one's attention, Poltergeist II moments, it is nothing more than
places more emphasis on the mys- another special effects motion picticism surrounding supernatural ture with no substance behind it.
activity. This doesn't really work, With so little content and quality ,
however, and serves mainly as one cannot help but think that the
plot filler in a story with very little Hollywood producers have once
to tell. Perhaps it is the fault of again created a film with the sole
first-time director Brian Gibson intention of making money. Like
(although it is difficult to follow in most sequels, Poltergeist JI: The
the footsteps of Steven Speilberg Other Side will be carried along
and Tobe Hooper) but Poltergeist because of the success of its preII seems to float from scene to decessor and not through any spescene without building up any sus- cial merit of its own.
pense.
Graham Benton
So, despite a few riveting

unimproved by his relationship ,
and the play closes with Dan and
Bernie checking out the talent on
the beach. A woman walks by,
and the boys say " Hi" and are
ignored: "She was probably deaf
. . . she looked deaf
deaf
bitch'"

ABOUT LAST NIGHT
ABC
Dir: Edward Zwick
About Last Night tells the story
of a stormy relationship between
two yuppy Americans, Danny .
(Rob Lowe) and Debbie (Demi
Moore). They do all the things
young lovers are supposed to do
-visit art galleries together, go to
bed in the afternoon and generally
go all sentimental. After several
weeks of romantic dates, they
move in with each other, and
things start to go a bit sour. He
thinks she's sleeping with her
boss . while she just can't stand his
best friend Bernie (Jim Belushi),
who either belches or makes rudes
jokes about her best friend Joan
(Elizabeth Perkins) - "Where
did she pick up her personality, in
a car crash?"
You might not know it, but
About Last Night is taken from
the play Sexual Perversity in
Chicago by David MametThe dif- .

This is totally thrown away in
the film - Danny had a positive halo at the close, and you
coul.d see them sailing off in mari:
ta! bliss. Even Bernie, Dan's pig
of a mate , was made bearable.
If you're not"looking for any-,
thing else other than the basic boy
meets girl love story, then you 'Ir
probably love it. There are lots of
pretty Chicago locations such as
Rob Lowe, aiming high.
'Cheers' style bars; cafes and
ferences are striking. Mamet is diners, plus a sickly sweet pop
arguably America's finest new, . soundtrack which runs right
playwright, and though I found through the film : Certainly go and
Perversity far shallower than see it if there's not much else to
other work of his tbat l've <;ome ~o, but don't be surprised if you
across , it still had a point to make , fmd that About Last Night is really
and made it with the author's about nothing in particular.
usual malice and brilliance. The .
'
Oliver Lim
point was that the male was totally
Martin Ross

In "this featur~· film, the g~od have a mor'e complex social strucGo-Bots and Good R"ock Lords ture than Go-Bots. The animation
fight the bad Go-Bots and bad · is simple, storyline basic - so
ABC2 ;
Rock Lords over a magic sceptre. basic that the writers crack at one
,
Matinees
Rock Lords are "living mineral point and have one Rock Lord
Today's
children
watch creatures which can change from shout at another: "You rock, you
humourless. pseudo-sci-fi non- stone to human shape". They also stone, you worse than senseless
sense like She-ra, Princess of munch lumps of rubble -the bad thing! " The rocks actually have all
Power, He-Man and the uninspir- Rock Lords having cannibalistic the best lines, so if dialogu~ like "I
ing Go-Bots. Go-Bots, in case you tendencies. The story is appa- owe you one, Rubbles" , "I'm a
are dangerously unfamiliar with rently more complex than the rock of my word " and "He's blastthe advances in modern technol- television
programme
ing Boulder back to the Stone
.ogy, are robots which convert into "ideologically fleshed-out creat- Age" is your bag, if you like Judge
vehicles , which go. (Geddit?) ing an intricate Go-Bot society Dredd, Battlestar Galactica and
They fly , they drive , they shoot peopled by characters with real Tolkein quiz books _ on your
things. They sell in John Menzies personalities". To be honest
head be it. I'll stick to Scoobyfor only £19.99.
Humpty , Jemima and Big Ted snacks.
Linda Kerr

GO-BOTS - BATTLE OF
THE ROCK LORDS

tive feud between Maverick and
'Iceman ' Kravansky ; whose t ech~
nical skill in the cockpit is
ABC
unmatched , and his brother-like ,
Dir: Tony Scott
but ultimately tragic, fri endship
Top Gun is very much the all- with strong· and easy-going Nick
American film. It presents a 'Goose' Bradshaw provides an
highly glamourised, idealistic and interesting, quite amusing , and on ·
occasions
moving
appealing picture of the struggle several
to be "the best of the best" among storyline.
Still, the most impressive aspect
officers of the US Navy's prestigious Fighter Weapons school , of thefilm undoubtedly lies with
the superbly dramatic; flying sequknown as Top Gun.
At the centre of the drama is ences. Maverick's instinctual flyMaverick, played convincingly by ing ability, created for the film by ·
heart-throb Tom Cruise . Yet real Top Gun instructors, capalthough his wayward indi- tures the sheer magic of the pilot's
vidualism and rebellious instinct visionary world which encompassets his attempt to be the Top Gun ses land, sea, and sky in swirling
apart from those of his fellow fusion.
Consequently, it is not difficult
cadets, he is , like all the characters, a larger than life cinematic to see why Top Gun has been so
creation. For example, Kelly successful: it is easy and enjoyable
McGillis as the high ranking and viewing, demanding neither on
striking astrophysicist, who lec- the viewer, nor perhaps on the
tures Top Gun students on enemy _ actors, who as a result play their
fighter capabilities, and inevitably - roles with plausibility and suffibecomes involved with Maverick. cient charm, McGilis, last seen in
This inherent character magnifi- Witness, proves her capacity for
cation, extending to all the ,versatility, and Cruise becomes
trainees, can be attributed to pro- even more of an idol within the
ducers Don Simpson and Jerry" Hollywood brat pack.
The result should appeal to a
Bruckheimer's impression of the
real life Top Gun team. They wide range of people of both
were apparently see as "a combi- sexes. Top Gun is not a maj or
nation of Olympic athletes in the contribution to cinematic art , but
is nevertheless a thoroughly
sky and rock n roll heroes."
Which is probably one of the enjoyable box office success.
reasons why the lighthearted
Justine Prestwich
romance , the intensely competi-

TOP GUN

POLTERGEIST II:
THE OTHER SIDE
ABC
Dir: Brian Gibson
They're back! The ghosts and
ghoulies who first appeared four
years ago in the well-made Poltergeist return to drop more dishes
and slam more doors in Poltergeist
0: The Other Side. The sequel
attempts to further examine the
phenomenon of supernatural
activity.by focusing on the strange
occurrences which befall a family
in Southern California. The original cast , headed by JoBeth Williams and Craig T. Nelson , return
to portray the unfortunate fam ily
whose lives have. been disrupted
by the intrusion of evil spirits.
While the motion picture is not
without some merit, the storyline
is so thin that the movie fails to
arouse our interest. Poltergeist JI
is just a rehashing of old concepts
fully explored in the original film.
The Freelings, after living
peacefully for the past few years ,
are now plagued by the return of
the spirits who attempt to· lure
young Carol Ann into the supernatural w9rld of evil. The nightmare starts anew, with the family
trying to fend off the attacking
demons. They are joined by Tangina Baron, the psychic from the
original film , and by Taylor, a
stereotyped American Indian shaman whose job is to rid the world
of evil spirits .
After putting forth this silly premise and progressing through a
few interesting graphic effects,
the movie culminates in a quasireligious battle between the forces
of good and evil.
Unlike the original film in
which modern movie techniques
and a gripping tale combined to

• •
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CAPTION COMPETITION RESULTS
The lucky winners of our Mona Lisa Competition are:
Susan Campbell
S. Bigate
Brian Bartaby
A. Dalton
Judith Symonds

P. Hutton
Virginia Roaf
Lovett Whitelar
Paul Partner
M. Burgermeister

. M. Frost
Tristram Bruce
K. Cameron
Barrie Heptonstall
Robin Smyth

The tickets can be collected at the Student offices, 48 The Pleasance, between I and 2 pm this Friday.

OD EON FILM CENTRE CLERK STREET 667 7331/2
NOW SHOWING

ODEON1
Walt Disney's Cartoon Classic

CINDERELLA (U)
Separate programmes at 1.45, 5.30, 8.15.
Sunday·5.30, 8.15
PLEASE NOTE: 8.15 p;,, performance will be screened in ,Odeon 3.

ODEON2
This sci-fi chiller will grip you in such a frenzy.of.fear-you'll be too
I
. frightened to scream!
·

ALIENS (18)
Separate programmes at 2.00 (exc. Sun), 5.0Q 8.00.
Aliens at 2.20 (exc. Suri), 5. 2~, 8.20.

ODEON3
A powerful and touching thriller with superb performances by
·
BOB HOSKINS, MICHAEL CAINE

MONA LISA (18)
. Separate programmes at 2.15, 5.45, 8.30.
Sunday 5.45, 8.30.
PLEASE NOTE: 8.30 performance will be screened in Odeon 1.

STUDENTS-All Seats £1.50 except Friday/Saturday Evening
on presentation of Matric Cards.
Meet your friends in our Licensed Bar- Open from 6 pm.

ROBERT HALPERN
THE WORLD's FUNNIEST HYPNOTIST
THIS SATURDAY AT 11 45 pm

All seats £2 .50. Late Bar

THURSDAY 13th NOVEMBER FOR 1 DAY
A Band is Born - STING

BRING ON THE NIGHT (15}
Separate Programmes at 2.00, 5.00, 7.00, 9.00.

Puppet On A String
Perhaps the most emotive political issue of our times is apartheid in South Africa.
Alan Young and Devin Scdbie recently spoke to Sandy Shaw the South African
Consul-General in Glasgow, about the crisis facing his country. Only questions
and answers are printed; we leave you to make up your own minds.
Why did the state of emergency
come about in South Africa?
The African National Congress
(ANC) deemed it policy to use
violence as a means of attaining
political power. Their external
offices in Lusaka actually encouraged those who are dissatisfied
with their present dispensation to
resort to violence and to take over
control of the black townships .
That is why we've seen tremendous intimidation in these areas
which. for you and I, it is difficult
to comprehend. In South Africa it
is a real problem and we had to
react.,
You mention violence a llegedly
perpetrated by nationalist organsiation~ such as the ANC, how do
you counter allegations of state
terrorism by the South African
police since almost daily we see
blatant examples of the security
forces inciting violence amongst
volatile townships?
The ~ tate police have never
deliberately incited violence . Of
course they've been an instrument
of violence in th at they 've had to
maintain law and order but the
police a re only the re to mai ntain
th at order. To a large exte nt , they
are there at the request of the lawabiding citizens of the black
· townships and , in many case~,
they have literally been thanked
by representatives of the black
community .
So you are trying to make out that
incidents of violence we've seen on
TY in this country are misrepresentative of what's actually happening?
Absolute ly . The TV reporte rs
have a lot to answer for because
there are cases where they have
actually provoked violence themselves.
As blatantly as that?
They have actually provoked
violence and there a re cases
where they've missed out in violent scenes and they've asked students to re-enact them . TV
cameras particularly have provoked violence in South Africa .
You get, fo r example , a group of
youths , probably not inte nt on
any violence, and they see the
cameras and thfok 'ah , let's
become actors today'.
Is there an ulterior motive behind
the state of emergency to move
ultimately towards the fundaml!ntal principle of one-man, one-vote
in South Africa?
Well , you see, the government
actually committed itself to that
ten years ago. This apartheid
thing hasn't worked and the governme nt has had the honesty and
sincerity to stand up and say it
hasn't worked. Apartheid has
created injustices but it is being
slowly done away Y:'ith . In sport,
for example, and particularly over
the past two years as a result of the
new multi-reacial parliament
which includes Indi ans and Coloureds - they can quite often put
pressure on the whites! We have

don e away with the segregation segregation laws have gone. They
laws, well at least 80-90% of are no segr egated hotels, trains ,
them , and now the problem is how buses, beaches .. .
to accommodate the bl ack, westernized group of people at the You're wrong when you say
highest level of government. there's no longer any segregation .
When that happens , blacks will The beach at Port Elizabeth, for
have an immediate say in all legislation but , of cou rse, this doesn ' t
suit the objectives of the ANC
who want merely a o ne-party state
like everywhere else in Africa.
And largely socialist too. These
concepts are an anathema to
whites and to the group of blacks
that have become weste rnized.
The ANC are simply not prepared
io come into a syste m of govern ment which is democratic and.
enables everyone to have a say in
it.

wouldn' t be able to give me a clear
answer. There is an e le me nt of
ignorance amongst them . When
ev~ryone is against South Africa it
is very easy to join the bandwagon
and get a bit of the limelight.
You mentioned elson Mandela
who most regard as a freedomfighter and the living epitome of
the struggle against apartheid in
South Africa. How do you, as a

ment , and the e fact are all m the
court record . He didn •t den ·
them . He quite openly admitted
that he resorted to violence and
that i why , for example, Amnesty
International - "hich i a pretty
reputable organisation - refu ed
to take up his case. Amnesty have
said that he was involved in viole~ce and that he i not a pri oner
of conscience. And that i my vie"
too . We've given him the chance
10 come and it round the table
with us, to participate peaceful!)
in thi new South Africa , if only
he 'II renounce violence but he's
elected not to .
The obel Prize Peace Prize is due
to be announced in a couple of
week time, Winnie Mandela has
emerged as one of the front -runners. What would be your reaction
if she was awarded the prize.
The Peace Prize is very much a
political expression. It would be
diabolical if she was awarded the
prize in view of the fact that she
has encouraged violence regularly. Many people have come to
me and aid how can the gove rn ment let her carry on beca u'>e <,he
si mply incites violence every time
he stands up . I suspect she · been
allowed to ca rry on for o long
simpl y because she has just not
quite overstepped the bounds of
what the legal sy te rn allow~ .

Perhaps, though, the ANC are justified in thinking that the way for-ward for South Africa is a oneparty socialist state. Perhaps they
are representative of more people
in South Africa today than the present white government. Can you
answer why it was impossible for
some of the leaders of the black
groups to be more integrated into
the parliamentary system at the
same time Indians and coloureds
were?

Finally, Dr haw , assuming outh
Africa survives Its present political
unrest , do you envisage a Federal
Republic emerging over the next
twenty or thirty ye.a rs with every
race having equal political and
economic rights?

It was proposed back in 1981
but somehow they never really
reached a consensus as to how
they should do it. T hey just
pushed the idea aside. There are
It looks to me as if a federal
about twenty-two million blacks
structure i already evolving. I
in South Africa and of that about
think we're going to have a tre half live in the home lands which
mendou amount of region al
have their own parliaments. You
Sandy Shaw: " a black South African President not impossible ... "
autonomy and a certain amou nt of
know , some of the m are doing
ethnic aJtooomy because group
reasonabl y well! They said "certainly not" when we asked them if example voted overwhelmingly last I representative of th~ South Afrl- still have their own cultures.
can government , regard Man- We're moving towards a situation
they'd like to be integrated into year to remain segregated . . .
where you have a treme ndous
dela?
the existing body politic.
But a lot of other places are
devolution of power towards the
Mandela was the one who region .
open. It 's not the central govern At the end of the day though , some me nt that does it, it is the city broke away fro m the ANC to set
up a military wing. If you look
90% of South Africa's population counci ls.
still have no representation in
back in the court record and read Perh~ps a black President soon?
national government. How do you
the history of the 1960s when he
Why not? One doesn 't like to
answer the fundamental allegation You accept, then, that there is a opera ted you see that he actuall y say a black president now impl y
error
in
South
Afrifundamental
that South Africa is governed by a
broke away from the ANC 'ldlich because you ' re then pre-empting.
racist regime which is pro-apar- can society; that is, that it dis- had until then been a peaceful If we were to pell it out too
criminates
on
the
basis
of
colour
organi ation. He went abroad to
theid and anti-black.
alone. How do you feel about the seek milit ary help and set up a clearly , or to specify a bl ack Pre ident . then you might just upset
world-wide
clamour
for
virtually
The interesting thing is , when
headquarters just outside Johan- the political balance even more.
people say that the government is economic sanctions? Would they nesburg with enough expl osives
Be cautious about the future and
for apartheid , is th at they can hasten the end of apartheid?
inside to blow up the whole of the don ·1 make pecifics.
never really define what they
city
.
He
also
had
clear
plans
to
I ho nestly don't believe that
mean by apartheid . It is ~ very they've thought it all through . overthrow the elected governvague notio n. The old word was They probably haven't studied the
"segregation" - untU World War
situation first hand within South
I
'
Two everyone used the word Africa and sanctions really
ri
I ~ '
segregation. The government saw wouldn 't hasten the end of apa rI i
the black man as an inferior and theid . It would have just the o ppoI
IY I
~ I
wanted to give the black man a site effect. l really see it as a vote'
I t
!
I ~
status within his own community. catching device because I'm the
I I I I
'
j
.
Not to encourage them to become first to admit that South Africa
...
'
like the white men , but instead has these racist lasws. It's tainted
I
I
I
' '
encourage them to be absorbed by these racist laws and it is very
THIS ~iEE K Is SPECI AL OFFER:
into an alien , western , culture as if easy to use the cause against them
that was be tter. The black home- for your own benefit -as a politPOSTCARDS from Art Unlimiteri,Acme Cara Co,
lands weren't really created by the ical weapon.
Snap Grafi x,Hcuvel2es Editions, Simon Drew .
South African government ; the
ALL postcards 25p each ; ANY 5 for n .co !
government merely expanded and How do you regard student antiNEW POSTERS from Art Ur.limited , Poster Shop,
developed them and prohibited apartheid protestors in particuwhite people from buying prop- lar?
Pallas Gallery, Nouvell, ' Editions in stock .
erty there because they are
Until Saturday 25th uctc'Jer, 25% discount
There is an element of ignortechnologically more sophistioff regular prices on all pr;nts & posters
cated . In ret rospect we see that ance because I really don 't think
in stock or ordered through our ca~alogues .
those barriers went too far . ln the th at the people who participate in
Bring this Ac.i & Matric card to qualif.f .
1960s when the segregation those actions know all that much
STUDENT DI SCOUNT - send SAC: for full derails
policies unfolded , people thought about it. I mean , if I were to walk
this may be the answer to race up to a ny of them and ask who was
WAT!RCOlOUl!S, OILS, MINIATUllES, P!!INT'S & POS1US, P'tt!HT CATAlOGUlS
relatio ns. We would have the dif- Nelson Mandela , what did he do ,
FRAMING, C.AROS, EOINIURGH SKYUNE PRINTS, UMITED EDITIONS
in
prison.
what
are
why
is
he
really
fere nt ethnic groups separated.
all at : 54 Hanover Street Edinburgh EH2 2DX
his
latest
statements
or
whatever
Perh aps this is the answer. Now ,
Tele : 031 -225-5538
Open : Mon-Sat 9.30 am-6 pm
of course, 80-90% of those colour the n I'm quite sure that they
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Torness clouds gather
•
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Torness nuclear power station on the Lothian coast 35 miles from Edinburgh, is scheduled
to open in 1987. Laura Kibby looks at its development and assesses the arguments for and
against the station.
.
·
_
stations
reduce
capacity
because
At the time of Torness' incep- .
Following the Chernobyl accident, Lothian Regional Council tion , nuclear power was believed ofTomess.
The question of safety is the
has united with the four district to be cheaper than any other form
councils and the fire and police of energy . This was estimated cause of strongest opposition, but
services in opposition to the open- upon an assumption that fuel costs the problem is no-one really
ing of Torness. This move has would remain stable up to 1995; knows the true effects of radiabeen taken on the grounds that but so far , they have doubled tion . Since their earliest use the
the 3 km emergency evacuation
arrangements that have been 1..- - - - - - - - - - - - made are not sufficient. An area
of 80 km around Chernobyl was
evacuated fo llowing the release of
radiation there.
There have been objections to
Torness on three grounds; need,
safety and cost. As well as the ..
united opposition from the councils. SC RAM (the Scottish Campaign to Resist the Atomic
.Menace), has been campaigning
against the power station since its
inception. The Evening News has
also prin ted an opinion poll showing that 70% of the people in'
Edinburgh and East Lothian
questioned, were against the plant
going ahead .

were saying that it might lead to a
number of fatal cancers and serious hereditary diseases. But, the
link between the two has nev!(r
been proved.
Torness is an Advanced Gascooled reactor based upon the
Hunterston B nuclear power station in Ayrshire . This type of
power station has had a fa irly
clean record as regards radiation

2500 miners' jobs
threatened •..
At the 1974 public inquiry, the
South of Scotland E!-ect ricity
Board (SSEB) based their case for
building Torness on a 6% per
annum growth in electricity
demand . In fact, this has not
materialised; growth in demand
has only been I% per annum . The
rise in the price of oil caused this
lowering of demand.

I

Photo: John Reiach

since 1973174. Torness will safety of nuclear power stations leakage. The AGR is purported
employ 600 full time staff, but has been of foremost concern. As to be safer than the water cooled
2500 coal miners' jobs could be early as 1957 , following the and moderated reactors, as it
threatened if other coal powered Windscale accident , specialists allows reactions to occur at lower
temperature and pressure. At
Toroess, provision has been made
to shut down a reactor automatically if temperature, coolant flow
or reactivity exceed set limits.
Traditional oil and coal .fired
power stations are hardly pollutmn free. They produce the
dangerous highly toxic gases such
as sulphur dioxide which are also a
major cause of acid rain.
Eastern Scottish are proud to announce
Moreover , the vast quantities of
that Edinburgh's going green - thanks to a
.carbon dioxide these stations
brand new network of CityBus services and
pump into the air, scientists

Go On Green-and
Cut your G
-.......- ....,
some super saver tickets and fare deals.

believe , will eventually radically
alter the world's temperatures. It
is up to the individual to decide
whether these long term effects
can have any comparison with the
level of devastation that could
possibly occur as the result of a
nuclear accident. Just how disastrous this could be was clearly
shown by Chernobyl where more
nuclear power was released in this
one accident than by the 300 nucJear bombs released since testing
began.
A 1980 study by the political
energy Research Group estimated that a catastrophic accident
at Tomess could cause over 300
early deaths and 25 ,600 fatal cancers within 30 years. A serious
accident could mean the evacuation of 4 miHion people from
Edinburgh and Glasgow .
Apart from the station itself
there is also the question of the
safety of the arrangements to
remove radioactive waste. At the
moment, it is planned , that nuclear waste from Torness will probably be transported to Sell<lfield
for reprocessing. This would
involve transporting massive steel
flasks full of radioactive liquid by
road, or train, along a route that
would involve passing through
Edinburgh. These flasks have
been tested for resistance to collision, but acording to SCRAM
only for speeds up to 30 mph. If
they were transported by train
they would be travelling at nearer
80mph.
Surely what we need is a safe,
clean and effective form of renewable energy that does not involve
the pollution or the high degree of
risk entailed in our existing forms
of energy. If nuclear power has to
be used at Torness and at the present generation of nuclear power
stations, it ought to be viewed as a
temporary expedient until we are
able to utilise our renewable
resources. However, a government which. spends £260 million a
year on nuclear research while
giving only £11 million to that of
renewable energy sources seems
to have set its sights firmly on a
nuclear future.

I NEW GREEN ROUTES ]
The Green Bus branches out with nine new
CityBus services from Eastern Scottish.
If you want to get around, take to the "C" 's.

cI
c2

ST. ANDREW SQUARE .. PENNYWELL
ST. ANDREW SQUARE .. EAST PILTON
DRIVE~

ST. ANDREW SQUARE ..
C3 HAY
BRUNSTANE
ANDREW SQUARE .. CLERMISTON
C4 ST.•OXGANGS

Cs
CG
c7
c8

RESTALRIG .. ST. ANDREW SQUARE ..
WESTER HAILES
LEITH .. CAMERON TOLL
LEITH .. GREEN DYKES

D~SCOUNT HIGHLAND SUPPLY

7-Cowgat<:head,
Grassmarket,
Edinburgh EHll l]Y.
Tel: 031-225 2390

COMPLETE
RILT
OUTFIT
£265

ST. ANDREW SQUARE .. CLERWOOD

ANDREW SQUARE ..
Cg ST.BROOMHOUSE
With ex1Sting services to Dalke1th, R1ccarton Campus and the Lothians all revised
and improved with compet1t1ve fare deals, it's clear that for friendly efficient
service the Green Bus 1s going even further~ Which means your gra~t can, too!

(8 yd . Al worsted Kilt
Argyle Jacket In !weed or
& 1athea, Leather Sporran
Beli and Budde, Hose
'

Peasant Reaction
Eastbank 1;

In an unprecedented di • mind (a ta k which Wal h someplay
of
gamesmanship how managed to carry out without
Eastbank HC last Saturday having to ring anybody up to a k
turned down the opportunity directions) , the Univer ity began
in a confident tyle . Their lack of
to play the University on an experience
in Divi ion 2, in this
astroturf surface, and instead the University's first away game in
redirected the encounter onto the league, did not show.
what in the ''Hockey Players' Although the pace was notably
Guide to European Playing quicker the st udent proved capaSurfaces" comes under the ble of adapting and were, if any"Crappy
Blaze thing , marginally finer than the
heading
ide. Unfortunately ,
Pitches". This questionable Eastbank
the first half was marred by a quite
act provoked a mixed reac· uncharacteristic and utterly brutal
tion amongst the students. piece of behaviour by Macleod ,
While the aristocrats felt normally such a fine example to
Eastbank were being some· the less well-di ciplined, i.e.
what unsporting, the peas· Mouth McFarlane.
ants in the team were typi·
cally less subtle, branding
Indeed from the end of the first
their opposition "cheating half until the closing stages of the
bastards".
game itself, 1he University domiPutti ng this pre-match controversy to the backs of their

nated . Their superiorit y was oon
proven after the restart when

EUHCI
Wyatt half-v lleyed a William
aerial high into the Eastbanl. net.
Howeve r, thi goal un ttled the
Univer ity m re than it did th 1r
oppo 1tion and it was while the
were pre ing for a second that
Eastbank broke away and
equalised with a well -taken individual goal. Whittome was
brought on for Pineblock towards
the end and deserved a flick when
he was bundled over in the
Eastbank circle.
The drama , controversy and
final result of the game led to a
thought-provoking
post-match
analy is in the changing room .
Some blamed the pitch, other the
umpire . omebody suggested the
ball was the wrong hape and our
sock weren 't made of the correct
material , or the paint on the goalpo ts wasn ' t quite white enough,
or even ... zzzzz!

Clubhouse
The lat t addition to Edin·
burgh' porting r iliti
now open. Th new pa\'ilion
at PelTermill will now provid
changing social and pectat·
ing facilities urpa.ssing th
offered at any universit
ground in
otland, which
together with the yntheti
pitch will be able to provide
for the highest standard or
port.
At the opening ceremony on
5th October, performed by Peter
Heatley, chairman of the
tti h
port Council, the gue t were
able to see the facility in opcrario.n

Airborne

Thing have certainly got
under way for the Hot-Air
Balloon lub. Ince the tart
yd
of term the club has alread
nown twice, giving several
new members their fir t taste
or ballooning and the oppor·
tunity to enjoy that wonderful
ponge-likc defence being plugged by "The Bear'' in goal, to sensation or being airborne.
keep the team in with a sh ut. Indeed, last weekend an epic
This shout usually emanated from night or two hours was made,
"Golly" rant as hi atte mpt to with the balloon travelling
clear the ball were thwarted.
over SO miles from We t Lin·
ton to the coast of Berwi k·
In the sec nd half. dinburgh
hire, affording fine view of
emerged to domina te play.

•

:'1Robin Hood and co.
It would be easy to draw an
analogy between Saturday's
shinty match and the tales of
Robin Hood: Edinburgh's
merry band, poor in kill and
experience, taking on · the
might of the rich and das·
tardly Aberdeen might be
enough in itself, but with the
addition of Edinburgh's own
"Friar Tuck" Sherwood, the
scene seemed set for a return
of the old story.

A t midfield , the scavenger-like
" Lo ne Scot" Cameron pounded
o n every loose ball to send his

Aberdeen opponent scurryi ng.
The best of the Bava rian becrstompers, Ralph Unpronounceable-name, enj oyed the novelty of
ab using hi opponent , and with
"Gim me-a-Girl" Gould he put
together some promising forward
play. This. ho wever, proved as
empty as the promise of a pint,
with Kinghorn , the barbarian ,
finding difficulty in converting
any inkling of a chance, de pite
catching a seagull with a fine shot
off the post.
Despite showi ng all the pluck
and ingenuity of their folklore
counterparts, Edinburgh found
th em e lves under pressure from
th e start; the few leaks in the

th ugh subs " Hogmanay'' tcwart
and "Balli tic'' Bettert n were a
little at ca in their fir t game .
Unfortunately
the
team '
attempts to rob the rich didn't succeed. but after a few round it was
a merrier band that returned to
Edinburgh. confident of making a
better showing on their next outing .
Tomlis Maguidhir

ELECTIO NS

TomMaguir

( ' luh ( 'ornl'r

the pastoral landscape.

Friday the 17th October 1 1he
d te for thi t rm' first B. lloon
lub p rty, to which II member
re welcome pie e ch ck
membership cards for det 11 of
pin e nd tim . We 'll till be
meeting a1 1he
ou1h~ider
beforeh nd ~o join u~ th re or
come nl ng to the party later n.
Member hip i 1111 avn1lable for
tho e few who h ven' t tr 11,ed
ju t how much they're m1 ing!
Phone 7 2171 for dct ii
Jackie ordon
( retar )

( 'luh ( 'ortll'r

A chance for individual club to reveal their true identity, and
explain what goes on in thei.r own little worlds. Failing thi , it
is at least a form of free advertisement which no club hould
feel proud enough to nub. o 'ere goes with week t~o - 'tis
time to sample the scintillating sport of squash.

VOTE

STUDENTS'
REPRESENTATIVE
COUNCIL
BYE-ELECTIONS
NOMINATIONS CLOSE
TODAY AT 1.00 pm
STAND _ _ _ _ DEMOCRACY

Th• luxurious squash complex in all its glory.

Edinburgh
niver it
lub i a mall ,
qua h
friendly , reasonabl • success·
fut club. However, it i also
unfortunately fairly elitist,
due to the lack or court time
we have available for prac·
tices. The eliti m has ab olutel nothing to do with a
lack or witt ' entertaining,
welcoming
Glaswegian .
(Graeme wilJ talk to anyone
- anywhere - an place as Ion~ as h not too tall!)

It ma

seem remarkable. but

uch variet 1~ to be found in onl
) and
four team (two of each
one or two occa ional . The
menagerie ha pra t•ce on un day mornings and Thursday evening . "'itb matche on Monda
and
ednesday . pro,·1dmg a
framework for social actn uie .
Last ednesda we had our d1
(good fun but I advise nobod
u e Bu ter Brown· for a di
again) .

st Mr .Robson. • .slow down!
God knows why the
organisers chose to hold an
East League District match
on such a beau jour. It must
have been verging on the warmest day of the year! The
build-up to a cross-country
race is usually a teeth-chattering affair, with every competitor frantically trying to
avoid freezing to death in subzero temperatures. Thus, it is
usually a very comical scene
before the start of a run, with
a few hundred blue-faced, .
numb-looking athletes jumping up and down on the spot,
occasionally glancing at their
super-light
watches
to
countdown the last agonising
minutes before the gun finally
puts everyone out of their
misery. (No, that does not
mean that each competitor is
shot through the head!)
The pride and joy of Edinburgh ... the Hare and Hounds "A" team. They ~e pictured here after last seaYet the Hare and Hounds failed
to encounter any such inconveniences at Hawick on Saturday.
There was not even a case of
frostbite . Woolly hats, thermal
gloves. and the customary flasks
of hot, steami ng tea were left at
home. to be replaced by suntan
lotion, sunglasses and ice-cold
cans of Coke. (T~is, I must confess, is fictional. No one actually
brought Coke!)
Preliminaries over . . and on
with the meaty stuff. It was a

son's cross country classic at Durham field to claim first prize
rather disappointing turnput for
the first competitive race of the
season. Last year's fixture enticed
26 members of the Hare and
Hounds Club to endure the 50mile coach journey to the quaint
and picturesque town of Hawick.
Yet this figure was reduced to ten
on Saturday, and indeed , we were
in the embarrassing position of
being outnumbered by a mob of
Heriot-Watt students. (Sssh!
Enough said!)

the Ca~hedral Relay -

the spectator was probably a Mrs
Robson!

On the local front , Russel Boyd
- the captain - carried the Hare
and Hounds hopes on his shoulders, and he finished in a very
respectable time of 30 minutes 30
seconds in 27th position ; a just
reward for a great deal of hard
work. Another " hairie" regular,
Patrick Hyman , occupied the 49th
spot, despite having to shrug off a
very heavy cold, but the real hero
was new hope Ian Harkness, who
cruised home in 47th position and
recorded a time of 31 minutes 31
seconds. This was a very commendable performance, because
Ian is sitll young enough to register as a junior.

and these six heroes stormed through the

Still, nothing else seemed to
have changed from last year ' ~
experience,
especially
the
immense size of the hills! Once
again one had to leap over a
barbed-wire fence. (No nasty
injuries to report .. . pity!) It was
the same five-and-a-half-mile
course , beginning and ending in
Wilton Lodge Park , adjacent to
the bowling green. (Don't ask me
why this race always starts next to
the bowling green!)

STUDENT INFORMATION SERVICE

It would be wrong to describe
the proceedings as being a "race",
because John Robson of Edinburgh Southern had no one to
race against. He jumped the fence
on the second lap, 30 seconds
ahead of his nearest rival, and his
winning time of 27 minutes 40 seconds was nearly a minute before
the second-placed man staggered
over the line. As one spectator
remarked: "Mr Robson ought to
be banned from these events! " -

So with this o pening race under
the belt, the Hare and Hou nds
should go on from strength to
strength in the weeks ahead.
Hopefully , such household names
as Allan Smith and Colin McLean
will add some depth to a potentially lethal 'A ' team . A successful
defence of the Durham Relay
Race is essential io maintain ' the
club's pride. Perhaps we ought to
lure John Robson onto our
books? He would certai.nly do no
harm to our chances of success
this season. Yet I fear this will not
haP.pen, so we will have to make
do with the resources that we have
at our disposal. (Anyway, John
Robson would ne\ltr1orce his way
into the Hare and Hounds team
. . . we have our standards to
maintain you know!)
Carl Marston

HOW TO GET IN TOUCH AND"INVOLVED
Student's editorial offices are on the first floor of 48 Pleasance. Our

Student's new classified section is a FREE service to readers. We welcome accommodation wanted, accommodation available, for sale, and
other small ads. Keep your ads short (max 30 words), and hand them
into the Student office (first floor, 48 The Pleasance) or place them in the
red Student collection boxes situated in the Teviot foyer, Mandela
Centre Union shop, DHT basement, and in A&M Reid (grocers) in the
KB Centre. Ads must be in by Monday of the week of publication.

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
Listings with reference numbers
can be followed up by going to the
Student Accommodation Service
at 30 Buccleuch Place.
Male or female for single room, Pilrig.
[211 per month . Ref. No . 637.
Male or female for single room, Uber·
ton . £120 per month . Ref. No. 638.
Single room for male or female,
Newington . £30pcrweek inclusive. Ref.
NHo. 663.
Single room for female , Mu s~e lburgh .
(80 per month . Ref. No . 667 .
•~emale for single room , third yea r pre·
ferred . Free but share hill s. Ref. No.
710A .
Male for single room , Merchiston Ave.
£ 15 per week . Ref. No. 714.
Mate or female for single room. Mor·
ningside Rd . £120 per month . Ref. No.
716.
Male or female for single room, E.
Claremong St. £1()0 per month. Ref.
No . 717.
Male or female for single room, St. Vin·
cent St. £67.50 per month . Ref. No. 719.
Male or female for single room, Ban·
gholm Loan. £28 inclusive. Ref. No.
750.
Male or rema1e ror single room, Forrest
Rd. £75 per month . Ref. No. 751.
hree males or remales ror single and
hie rooms, Polwarth Gardens. £110
per month. Ref. No. 752 .
hree males or females for one single
nd one double room. West End. £102
in2le. £ 104 double . Ref. No. 756.

Female for single room , Leven Terrace.
£21 per week. Ref. No. 782.
Female for single. Royal Mile. £120 per
month. Ref. No. 792.
Male or female for single room, Gr.
StuartSt.£100permonth. Ref. No. 797.
Male or female for single room , Bernard
Ter. 00 per week inclusive. Ref. No .
801.
Male or female for single room , E.
Claremont St.£120permonth. Ref. No.
802.
Male for single, Warrender Park Ter·
race. £96 per month. Ref. No. 803.
Two males in shared room , Viewforth .
£78 per mo nth . Ref. No. 728.
Two femaks for shared room ,
Blackwood Crescent. £80 per month .
Ref. No. 783 .
Four males or females for two shared
fooms. Sempills Close. £15.05 per week.
Ref. No. 786.
Two males or females for shared room.
Roya l Circus. Postgrad . £100 per
month . Ref. No. 795.

Male for single room, S. Clerk St. £ 160
per month incl breakfast ans supper. ref.
No. 807.
Male or female for single room, Pleasance. £80 per month. Ref. No. 808.
Two females for shared room , Warrender Park Rd. £85 per month. Ref. NHo.
798.
Two males or females for shared room ,
Marchmont. £70 per month. Ref. No.
805.
Two males or females for sha red room,
Carlton Terr. £150 per month . Ref. No.
807.
Double room available, Thirlestane Rd.
£22 per week . Will swa p for single. call
447 7954.
Double room, Newington. £80 per
month . Call 668 2297.
Double bedsit, Dundas St. £28 per week
inclusive. Call 556 3228.
Double and single room in Newington.
£30 single , £50 double per wee k , inclusive . Call 667 9464.
Two females, non-smokers , for double
room . £80 per month. Newington. Call·
667 2633 after 6 pm.
Double room for non-smokers Marchmont Crescent. £70 per month. Call
447 5610.
One double and one single room,
Causewayside. £25 per week. Call 334
4525 .

phone numbers are 558 1117/8 and 667 1011 extension 4496. Editorial
meetings are held in the offices every Friday at 1 pm. To get in touch
in order to drop in ads, information , etc., or to get
with Student,
involved yourself, come alo ng to section meetings or drop into the
offices and leave a message . You can also use the Student boxes,
situated in Potterrow Shop , Teviot Lobby or DHT Basement . The following comprise section editors (i n bold type) , layout staff, and each
section's weekly meeting:
EDITOR
Peter Carroll
ASST. EDITORAlastair Dalton
NEWS
Jacqui Brown
(Thursdays 1 pm) Gary Duncan
Devin Scobie
Prue Jeffreys
Linda D avies
ARTS
Andrew Sparrow
(Thurs . 1.15 pm)
FILM
(Thurs. 1 pm)

Manda Jeffery
Matthew Calling

WHAT' S ON
Sally Greig
Fridays 1 pm) Lorna Henderson
Sandra Catto
Male or female for single room, Toll cross
£27 per week. Call 229 8465.

MUSIC
(Weds. 1 pm)

Suzanne Doran
Paul Hutton
Jane Humph ries
lshbel Matheson
Keith Cameron
Carl Marston

FEATURES
(Weds. 1 pm)
SPORT
(Fridays 1 pm)
MANAGER
Colin Hancock
(Sellers/ Advertising/
Subscriptions)
PHOTOGRAPHY Paul Hutton
(Fridays 1 pm)
GRAPHICS
Peter Carroll
CARTOONS
(Fridays 1 pm)
Double room for £190 j>er month.
Bruntsfield Gdns. Call 229 7241.

